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Abstract 

Photogrammetry has seen great technological advancements since its inception almost 150 years 

ago.  Today digital cameras are being mounted to unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) and used for aerial 

surveying and photogrammetry. Within the past decade, consumer-grade multi-rotor UAVs have become 

viable platforms for performing low altitude aerial photogrammetry. Modern-day photogrammetric 

software has become so advanced that processing requires minimal intervention for the user to produce 

results. Although performing low altitude aerial photogrammetry can achieve a high ground sample 

distance, at these low altitudes, artifacts and inadequacies begin to appear within produced digital surface 

models and orthophotos. Additionally, many flight plan and post-processing software packages limit or 

even hide features that prevent users from fully taking advantage of photogrammetric practices and the 

capabilities of consumer multi-rotor UAVs. In this study, through the modification of flight plan CSV 

files, several different methods are explored to re-introduce photogrammetric practices to the multi-rotor 

UAV platform in an attempt to improve the production of digital surface models and orthophotos.  Flight 

plans are modified to allow for images to be captured in portrait orientation using a fixed camera to 

achieve an improved project depth accuracy. By further modifying flight plan CSV files, automated aerial 

camera calibration flight plans are created while incorporating traditional terrestrial calibration 

techniques. The use of an automated camera pre-calibration flight plan is found to outperform auto-

calibration workflows. Lastly, with the ability to modify a flight plans CSV file, the Maltese-cross camera 

network is simulated using a single camera onboard a consumer-grade multi-rotor UAV to achieve 

simultaneous horizontal and vertical mapping at low altitude. These approaches combine to allow for 

improved data acquisition and post-processing when using consumer-grade multi-rotor UAVs to produce 

high-quality digital surface models and orthophotos. Improving these photogrammetric products allows 

for users to take full advantage of the features of consumer multi-rotor UAVs while ensuring 

photogrammetric best practices are maintained. The ability to modify a flight plan introduces the 

possibility of creating more complex automated flight plans for improved workflows.   
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Remote sensing is the process of allowing for continuous and constant monitoring of the 

Earth without requiring the user to be present at the survey location. Using survey platforms such 

as satellites or in atmosphere aircraft, remote sensors generate images by collecting energy 

reflected by the earth (Campbell & Wynne, 2011). Remotely sensed data can vary from visual 

images of terrain (Yang et al., 2018), multispectral images that human eyes cannot usually see 

(Theodoridou et al., 2017), to air temperature (Venter et al., 2020) or depth data of the terrain 

(Audebert et al., 2018).  

Today remote sensing operates in parallel with Geographical Information Systems (GIS) 

that store, manipulate, and analyze data. Many industries have benefited from the combination of 

GIS and remote sensing. Various forms of environmental management that use remotely sensed 

geolocated data rely on GIS for analysis and visual representation such as water irrigation 

(Kourgialas et al., 2017), agriculture management (Barakat et al., 2017), and even pest control 

such as the spread of ticks in Ontario, Canada (Woodstock, 2019). Remote sensing imagery, 

along with ground positioning systems (GPS) data, has been used to track and manage the 

migrations of animals (Davey et al., 2017) along with tracking species habitat loss and gain 

(Imam, 2017). Remote sensing is often used in the public sector for infrastructure management 

and urban development (Kadhim et al., 2016).  

Remotely sensed data often requires specialized platforms and sensors for effective data 

acquisition. Each platform and sensor has its own set of advantages and disadvantages that must 

be considered when determining which combination is most suitable. There are several types of 
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platforms, such as satellites, piloted aircraft, and unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV). Four 

quantitative measures are used to help determine which combination of platform and sensor is 

most suitable: spatial, spectral, temporal and radiometric resolution.  Other qualitative measures 

such as cost, ease of access, usability, and project turnaround time also must be considered.  

Remote sensing was heavily employed aboard piloted aircraft during WWII, with the first 

dedicated civil remote sensing satellite being deployed in 1959 (Madry, 2013). As sensor 

technology used for remote sensing aboard satellites and aircraft improved, so too did their 

capabilities. Multispectral or infrared sensors, along with traditional RGB cameras, can now be 

deployed aboard all remote sensing platforms.  

Satellite data can be considered the most thorough due to reliable data acquisition with 

archived imagery going back decades. Many satellite platforms are capable of surveying the 

entirety of the globe. Satellites can have an array of onboard sensor suites for multispectral 

imaging. However, satellites are restricted in their temporal capabilities along with the spatial 

resolutions of their sensors as they operate at such a vast distance from the surveyed terrain. 

Some satellite imagery is free to use upon request, but many remote sensing satellites are 

operated by private entities, requiring a fee to use captured imagery. Piloted aircraft excel in their 

flexibility in surveying target areas as they are not restricted to pre-designated orbits as satellites 

and have the ability to switch out their sensors. By operating at a lower altitude in comparison to 

satellites, they also have the ability to improve the spatial resolution of the acquired data. Piloted 

aircraft have increased operational overheard compared to satellites (satellite overhead is usually 

managed by governments or corporations) for the end-user and require trained operators for both 

flight and operation of the remote sensing equipment. Piloted aircraft and satellites are optimal 

remote sensing platforms but have overlapping limitations when high-resolution imagery is 

needed and the scale or survey footprint of the project is small. Achieving high-resolution 

imagery can be done with either an improved sensor or by operating at a lower altitude. In most 
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countries, piloted aircraft are prohibited from operating below 500ft. To operate below 500ft, 

UAVs must be employed. 

Within the past decade, UAVs (both fixed-wing and multi-rotor) have seen an increase in 

their use for remote sensing applications (Salamí et al., 2014; Xiang & Tian, 2011). The rapid 

development of these aerial platforms has allowed for consumer grade UAVs to become viable 

options for use in professional and research surveying industries. Photogrammetry has leveraged 

UAVs for low altitude surveying for tasks such as  3D modelling (Barrile et al., 2017) and 

orthophoto generation (Boon et al., 2016). UAVs have the ability to fly at lower altitudes in 

relation to piloted aircraft, making it possible for these platforms to use commercially available 

cameras with small image sensors to achieve a high ground sample distance (GSD). GSD 

represents the physical distance observed between two sequential pixel centers in a image. UAVs 

can have their flight plans pre-programmed, allowing for minimal intervention by the user. Many 

consumer grade UAVs also employ a motorized camera mount allowing for either fixed cameras 

or mountable cameras to be adjusted while in flight. Additionally, these gimbals can be used on 

many UAVs to further stabilize the camera during flight.  

Fixed-wing UAV's main advantage is their ability to cover large survey areas with 

increased flight time (especially with gas-powered options) due to their aerodynamic efficiencies. 

However, they must maintain a minimum flight speed to achieve flight. As a result, missions are 

flown using time-based parameters where the UAV captures images at a set interval, which can 

cause issues when the buffer time to write the image to the onboard memory exceeds the interval 

between image capturing. Using the time-based flight plan method also introduces redundancy in 

the form of wasteful imagery, such as when the UAV is executing a turn that falls outside the 

survey footprint. 

Multi-rotor UAVs are unique in their ability to hover in place and achieve vertical takeoff 

and landing. Whereas fixed-wing UAVs require an open flat area for takeoff and landing, multi-
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rotor variants require an area only slightly larger than the footprint of the UAV itself. The ability 

to hover in place allows multi-rotor UAVs to use position-based image capturing, allowing for 

the creation of precise flight plans that designate specific waypoints where images are to be 

captured. Further, with multi-rotor UAVs being able to hover in place, they can be stationary 

when capturing an image, mitigating the occurrence of motion blur. Multi-rotor UAVs have 

increased energy requirements to maintain their altitude, especially at low speeds. This results in 

decreased flight times when compared to fixed-wing UAVs. The advantages and limitations of 

multi-rotor UAVs make them suitable remote sensing platforms for small to medium-sized 

projects (at low altitudes. Whether a satellite, piloted aircraft or UAV is used for remote sensing, 

the goal is to acquire suitable imagery that can be used to produce accurate downstream products. 

A major product of such imagery is an orthophoto. 

Orthophotos are images that have been geometrically corrected in an attempt to achieve 

as near to a nadir perspective as possible across the entirety of the original image. This process 

can be repeated over several overlapping photos to create an orthomosaic encompassing a greater 

footprint area without reducing the spatial resolution of the mission. Aerial imagery is 

orthorectified using a digital surface model (DSM). A DSM virtually represents the surface 

elevation at a specific pixel within the image and can be represented in either raster or vector 

form. 

Raster rendered DSMs provide an elevation value at each pixel, being referred to as 

height maps. A vector rendered DSM is produced from a dense point cloud extracted from 

provided imagery of the scene where each point is given a 3D coordinate in virtual space. The 

created dense point cloud is then used to create a vector-based triangular irregular network (TIN) 

representing a mesh detailing the elevation of the scene. The DSMs are used as an elevation 

template allowing the captured images to be mapped at each pixel to the corresponding elevation 
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while striving to geometrically correct the final image to achieve a nadir perspective across the 

entire scene.  

One of the principal methods for producing a DSM is through photogrammetry. The 

American Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing (ASPRS) defines photogrammetry as 

“the art, science, and technology of obtaining reliable information about physical objects and the 

environment through processes of recording measuring and interpreting images and patterns of 

electromagnetic radiant energy and other phenomena” (What Is ASPRS? – ASPRS, 

https://www.asprs.org/organization/what-is-asprs.html).  

Aerial photogrammetry is performed by having an aircraft pass over a survey area, taking 

several overlapping images to be used for triangulation. The forward and side image overlap 

desired for the mission dictates the number of passes the aircraft will need to perform. Most 

missions are performed in strips using a “lawnmower” pattern to be as efficient as possible. 

UAVs, being able to fly at such a low altitude, can achieve high spatial resolution imagery while 

still having the maneuvering capabilities to be efficient and effective platforms for data 

acquisition. Photogrammetry utilizes the captured images themselves to triangulate camera 

orientations and generate a dense point cloud to be used to build raster surface models or TIN 

meshes representing elevation.  

1.2 Lemoine Point Dataset Case Study 

A local conservation area called Lemoine Point near Queen’s University was an ideal 

use-case for UAV data acquisition when the area was being used as a test case for classifying 

invasive parsnip plants (J. Liu, 2018). Several different missions were flown over the 

conservation area based on observed invasive parsnip growth. The missions were flown at an 

altitude of 150m using a Sony A7R being mounted to a fixed-wing UAV. The image dimensions 

were 7360x4912 pixels with a focal length of 35mm, providing an overall spatial resolution or 
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GSD of 21.1 mm/pixel. This resolution can be classified as a high-resolution image providing the 

extreme level of detail necessary for identifying and classifying invasive parsnip. In comparison, 

the highest GSD attainable by current satellites is 31 cm produced by the sensor aboard the 

Worldview-4 satellite at an altitude of 617 km in a sun-synchronous orbit (Satellite Imaging 

Corporation, 2017).  

At an altitude of approximately 152 m with forward overlaps between images of 90% and 

side overlaps between strips of images at 70%, 481 images were captured to cover one of the 

study sites at the conservation area to be orthorectified into an orthomosaic for classification and 

analysis (Table 1.1).  

Table 1.1: Camera and flight parameters for all flown missions at Lemoine Point. 

Model Sony A7R 

Focal Length (mm) 25 Aperture Priority F-stop f/9 

Sensor Size (mm) 35.9 x 24 Exposure Time Range (sec) 1/1000 

Image Dimension (px) 7360 x 4912 ISO 1600-6400 

Pixel Size (μm) 4.88  

GSD (mm/px) 21.2 Number of Images 481 

Computed Image 

Accuracy 
0.5 Base-to-Distance 9.74:1 

Estimated Depth 

Accuracy (mm) 
103.2 

Estimated Planar Accuracy 

(mm) 
10.6 

Flight Parameters 

Flying Height (m) ~152 Forward/Side Overlap (%) 90x70 

At a GSD of 21.2 mm, classification of parsnip at the pixel level is possible, however, at 

such a fine spatial resolution, artifacts begin to appear within the reconstructed scene. These 

artifacts become more prominent the closer objects are to the sensor. Figure 1.1 demonstrates 

examples of blistering at the edges of static structures. These poor reconstructions suggest that 

there is either noise within the created DSM that was smoothed, reducing the quality of the DSM, 

or that minimal points were found in these areas when producing the dense point cloud. Relief 

displacement, causing objects within the scene to appear from different angles (based on the 

location of the image when captured in relation to the observed object) could be a component in 
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causing these identified artifacts. Parallax, the cause of relief displacement, is necessary for 

photogrammetry as it ensures there are several look angles of an object to be used for 

triangulation; however, too much or too little parallax can lead to diminishing returns.  

The base-to-distance ratio (distance between two sequentially captured images and the 

distance between the camera and the scene) is also a contributing factor to the emergence of 

artifacts within the orthophoto, relating to the estimated planar and depth accuracy of the mission. 

A poor depth accuracy hinders the ability for dense point clouds to be populated with reliable and 

accurate points used to produce a DSM. Figure 1.2 demonstrates the limits of the dense point 

cloud to produce a suitable mesh along the vertical sidewalls of the building. A poor DSM puts 

pressure on the orthorectification process as the algorithm struggles to determine which image to 

project over the DSM. Figure 1.3 illustrates these inadequacies for the orthorectification process 

to reconcile with the limitations imposed by the DSM, resulting in several images being used in 

small chunks to make up an area. The use of several different images, all captured from different 

look angles, results in the views of the area to appear warped and stretched as the perspective of 

the object changes between chunks based on the images used.  

 

 

Figure 1.1: Examples of static buildings within final orthomosaic that failed to be accurately modelled. 

 

Figure 1.2: Figure 1.3: Examples of static buildings within final orthomosaic that failed to be accurately 

modelled. 
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Another artifact that is present within the final 

orthophoto is the blurring and warping of tall vegetation. 

Vegetation has increased complexity when being 

modelled due to high levels of detail as well as being a 

non-static object, being susceptible to even small 

variations in the wind. These complexities make it 

difficult for software to find suitable points to be used in 

the dense point cloud that meet the certainty check of the 

used point cloud generation algorithm (Figure 1.4), 

something that is not adjustable by the end-user. The inability to detect points results in a sparse 

DSM resulting in poor orthorectification results. If missions are to be flown at these altitudes to 

achieve high GSDs, further methods should be used to mitigate the occurrence of these 

downstream artifacts.   

 

Figure 1.2: DSM wireframe of static buildings 

illustrating a failure to adequately represent 

building edges. 
 

Figure 1.6: Figure 1.7: DSM wireframe of static 

buildings illustrating a failure to adequately 

represent building edges. 

Figure 1.3: Image chunks being used from several images to cover a complex surface that was not 

adequately modelled by the DSM. 

 

Figure 1.4: DSM wireframe of forested area showing sparse capture and modelling of complex 

vegetation.Figure 1.5: Image chunks being used from several images to cover a complex surface that was not 

adequately modelled by the DSM. 
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Several possible approaches can be explored to 

improve the produced DSM and subsequent 

orthophotos when using high-resolution imagery. At 

such a fine GSD, motion blur can become a significant 

issue that reduces the sharpness of the image, which is 

crucial to identifying points for triangulation of the 

images and production of the DSM. The use of a multi-

rotor UAV that use position-based image capturing 

instead of time-based can reduce motion blur. Fixed-

wing UAVs implementing time-based image capturing techniques have minimal control over the 

forward overlap of images captured within a strip, greatly impacting (in this case, to the detriment 

of) the base-to-distance ratio and overall depth accuracy of the mission. This mission was flown 

with a 90% forward overlap and a 70% side overlap between strips. Having such high overlaps 

causing sequential images to be captured close to one another, resulting in both a poor base-to-

distance ratio and the capture of redundant imagery. The development of a flight plan that is able 

to achieve the desired base-to-distance ratios and depth accuracies while optimizing the number 

of images needed has the potential to improve accuracies and reduce the amount of redundant 

imagery. The use of oblique imagery improves vertical façade acquisition, allowing for better 

modelling of the side of objects while still maintain a traditional nadir oriented flight plan. The 

Maltese-cross camera network, capturing four obliques and one nadir image at each waypoint, 

would be beneficial if it can be adapted to a multi-rotor UAV with a fixed camera. Camera 

calibration for this mission was done in-situ on the data captured and not through an independent 

mission dedicated to determining the most accurate calibration. Would low altitude missions 

benefit from performing a camera pre-calibration mission?  

Figure 1.4: DSM wireframe of 

forested area showing sparse capture 

and modelling of complex vegetation. 
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1.3 Research Gap and Objectives 

Although it is technologically possible to perform many of the previously stated 

improvements to achieve higher quality orthophotos from UAVs at low altitude, many of these 

practices have yet to be applied to consumer-grade multi-rotor UAVs. Although many multi-rotor 

UAVs have a gimbal-mounted camera, these gimbals often don’t allow for full 3-axes range of 

motion. In addition, many mounted cameras on consumer UAVs can not be easily removed to 

allow for rapid camera swap-out.  Software packages typically used to create flight plans either 

do not allow for the creation of complex flight plans beyond standard strip “lawn-mower” flights 

or make the process of creating complex flight plans hidden or difficult for the user. The “plug 

and play” mentality of many photogrammetric software packages generates a high level of trust in 

the software and a ‘hands-off’ approach that can cause users to neglect important practices such 

as pre-camera calibration. Consumer-grade UAVs have the capacity to perform complex flight 

plans and simulate complex camera networks like the Maltese-cross but are hindered by a lack of 

software packages capable of easily creating the flight plans themselves. Because post-processing 

packages cannot take advantage of the capabilities of multi-rotor UAVs to improve data 

acquisition, they are unable to provide the best possible result. 

The goal of this research is to provide viable solutions to allow for increased functionality 

and automation for aerial photogrammetry using a multi-rotor UAV. The improved functionality 

of consumer-grade UAVs can help establish their use for professional projects. The primary 

objective of this research is to develop automated solutions to allow for aerial camera pre-

calibration and simulation of the Maltese-cross to improve orthorectification results. In 

conjunction with simulating the Maltese-cross camera network and developing an aerial pre-

calibration flight plan, this work aims to provide a viable workflow for users to develop more 

complex flight plans. The resulting flight plans will take further advantage of the abilities of 

multi-rotor UAVs, particularly, their ability to hover and rotate in place. Increasing the 
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complexity of flight plans adds increased functionality to improve consumer-grade multi-rotor 

UAVs. For instance, flying in a portrait orientation to improve mission height accuracies and, to 

improve orthorectification results of highly vegetated areas.  

Two study areas are use within the body of this work. Locally, a park near Queen’s 

University in Kingston, Canada, was used for testing flight plans and methodologies being 

explored. The testing of created flight plans for all missions is performed at the Archeological 

Site Stobi in Gradsko, Macedonia. This site is a cultural heritage and archeological conservation 

site of the ruins of the ancient Roman town of Stobi, once the capital of the Roman province of 

Macedonia Salutaris. The conserved structures at the site are ideal for performing automated 

vertical facade acquisition to ensure the site is not damaged, and additionally, provide structures 

that are suitable to be used for camera pre-calibration. Missions flown at Stobi were performed 

during two different periods being December 2018 and February 2019.  

1.4 Thesis Overview 

This thesis contains six chapters and is organized as follows: 

- Chapter 2 provides a literature review of key definitions, explores various methods, 

techniques, and considerations that are made when developing flight plans for low 

altitude orthophoto data acquisition.  

- Chapter 3 explores the creation of a suitable workflow to allow for effective and 

efficient manipulation of flight plans as simulating the Maltese-cross and performing 

automated camera pre-calibrations are not creatable through traditional means. The 

benefits of orienting the camera in a portrait orientation is also demonstrated. The 

study will use a DJI Phantom 4 Pro with all data being collected at a local park near 

Kingston, Canada.  
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- Chapter 4 investigates the different aspects of camera calibration and how best to 

translate them into the aerial domain for automated aerial camera pre-calibration. 

- Chapter 5 demonstrates the advantages of simulating the Maltese-cross on a 

consumer-grade UAV. All missions are flown at the Archeological Site Stobi using a 

DJI Phantom 4 Pro. The robustness of the proposed flight plan techniques used to 

simulate the Maltese-cross is also validated to improve the flexibility of the flight 

plans. Both study sites are used for this chapter with both the DJI Phantom 3 Pro and 

4 Pro UAVs being used, based on availability.  

- The final chapter of this thesis summarizes conclusions of all manuscripts as well as 

briefly discusses possible future work that could be considered an extension to this 

work or as independent studies using similar techniques.  
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review 

2.1 Historical Development 

Historically, modern photogrammetry was built upon the original works of Leonardo da 

Vinci who pioneered the field of projective and perspective geometry (Ghosh, 1981). Da Vinci’s 

work was further developed by the likes of Johan Heinrich Lambert via his creation of an 

instrument capable of creating a true perspective drawing. Furthermore, another pioneer was 

Albrecht Duerer, who developed the fundamental mathematical principles needed for mapping 

points in space using a picture (Klinkenberg, 2008). With the creation of the first practical 

photographic process, the Daguerreotype, created by Jacques Mandé Daguerre in 1837, 

photography boomed with many scientists exploring its potential uses for more than just the arts. 

Aimé Laussedat who is often considered the “father of photogrammetry,” (Ghosh, 1981) was the 

first to use terrestrial photographs for topographic mapping in 1849. However, it was not until 

1883 that the relation between projective geometry (being the branch of mathematics that assess 

the properties of geometry that are invariant when projective transforms occur such as images 

being mapped to another surface plane (Artmann et al., 2018)) and photogrammetry would be 

made by two German professors named R. Strum and Guido Hauck (Doyle, 1964). 

Photogrammetry has evolved dramatically since the 1850s and has undergone four 

developmental cycles.  Plane photogrammetry from 1850 – 1900, analog photogrammetry from 

1900- 1960, followed by analytical photogrammetry, and within the past couple decades, the 

development of modern digital photogrammetry.  Plane photogrammetry is grounded in the 

principles of plane table surveying (Konecny, 1985). At this stage, photogrammetry was done 

almost exclusively terrestrially as aerial photography was still being developed, such as Nadar 

(Gaspard Felix Tournachon) in 1855 using a balloon to capture the first aerial photograph and 
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Laussedats attempts using kites between 1858 and 1862 (Doyle, 1964). During this period, we 

also see the first instance of photographs being used for military purposes as Napoleon ordered 

Nadar to capture aerial images for reconnaissance. Aerial photogrammetry, although attempted, 

did not become viable until the invention of the airplane by the Wright brothers in 1903 and until 

the quality of cameras could be improved. 

2.1.1 Analog Photogrammetry 

The main catalyst for the development of analog photogrammetry was the invention of 

the airplane (allowing for aerial photography) as well as The Great War which motivated the need 

for aerial photography for military purposes such as trench and terrain reconnaissance behind 

enemy lines in WWI (Collier, 2018). Additionally, just before the beginning of the 1900s, a 

Canadian surveyor named Edouard Deville developed the first instrument capable of 

stereoscopic-plotting (Konecny, 1985).  Both in Canada and the USA, teams were using 

photogrammetry to survey where plane table photogrammetry was impractical, such as surveying 

the Canadian Rockies and Alaska (MacLaren et al., 2005).  Eduard von Orel developed an 

improvement to Deville’s stereo-plotter in 1908 (Klinkenberg, 2008). However, von Orels stereo-

plotter was still could not be used for aerial photography as coplanar images (images that were 

captured along the same plane in 3D space) were still required, something that could not be 

achieved with aircraft at the time. As the 20th century continued, cameras and airplanes were 

continually developed, especially between the World Wars (Schenk, 2005). By WWII, due to the 

improved stability and increased operational altitudes of aircraft, aerial surveying was gaining 

momentum for both civilian and military purposes. The use of surveying and photogrammetry for 

reconnaissance was made possible due to the creation of aerial cameras capable of capturing 

wide-angle images by modifying single-lens devices (Luhmann, 2008). The foundations of aerial 

surveying techniques that are still practiced today were established during this period (Schenk, 

2005).  
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2.1.2 Analytical Photogrammetry 

As with the invention of the plane and the development of analog photogrammetry, the 

next iteration of photogrammetry owes its emergence to the invention of the computer (Schenk, 

2005). With the ability to run more computations automatically, programs capable of improving 

triangulation for both close-range and aerial photogrammetry were developed. Using computers, 

matrix notation computations were pratical, allowing for the development of multi-station 

photogrammetry, which is still used today (Klinkenberg, 2008). Improvements in all aspects 

began to be developed for photogrammetry alongside remote sensing. Computers introduced the 

ability to automate image rectification processes and reduce the learning curve for technicians to 

become proficient photogrammetrists. Duane Brown developed improvements in modelling 

interior orientation and self-calibration, along with the use of bundle adjustments for block 

triangulation of images throughout his career (Ghosh, 1981). Stereoplotters became more 

prominent, being used by both governments and private companies as their ease of use hit a 

crucial threshold (Schenk, 2005). During this period, the US military developed new microwave 

sensors and remote sensing satellite platforms, which were declassified for public use, leading to 

the Landsat program, increasing the awareness of photogrammetry as a discipline (Konecny, 

1985).  

2.1.3 Digital and Modern Age 

With the creation of digital cameras and storage devices capable of quickly accessing 

stored images, the latest and current age of photogrammetry began. Photogrammetry, both in 

respect to the terrestrial and the aerial domains, have seen both technological advancements in 

equipment and advances in the photogrammetric process during this period (Schenk, 2005). 

Today, there is a myriad of software applications capable of creating photogrammetric models 

and orthorectified images (Tahar & Ahmad, 2013; Alidoost & Arefi, 2017). Photogrammetry has 
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taken on several new faces as more industries learn how it can be used to their benefit, such as the 

creation of models for the use of video games (Statham, 2020) or the mapping of entire interiors 

of houses (Murali et al., 2017). New technologies have provided new platforms for 

photogrammetry, such as fixed-wing and multi-rotor UAVs (Tahar & Ahmad, 2013).  

Sensors have seen great advancements both in capabilities and in size. Each iteration of 

new a camera model has leveraged the abilities of their predecessors to add increased 

functionality such as adjustable f-stops, dynamic ranging, and the implementation of mechanical, 

total shutters. New sensors such as LiDAR (light detection and ranging) (Pearse et al., 2018) have 

been created and mounted to small, lightweight aircraft allowing for precision mapping. While 

this development cycle is still in its infancy, many researchers and industries are exploring new 

methods and technologies now made available to improve the photogrammetric workflow and 

overall quality of produced products. 

2.2 Basic Principles of Photogrammetry 

To understand where the technology of today is being used and what the technology of 

tomorrow will be capable of, the foundations of photogrammetry must be understood. 

Photogrammetry, as defined by the American Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing 

(ASPRS) as “the art, science, and technology of obtaining reliable information about physical 

objects and the environment through processes of recording measuring and interpreting images 

and patterns of electromagnetic radiant energy and other phenomena” (What Is ASPRS? – ASPRS, 

https://www.asprs.org/organization/what-is-asprs.html). Today, there are many types of 

photogrammetry within a broad spectrum of industries, each with their own requirements and 

workflows. 

2.2.1 Types of Photogrammetry 

There are several types of photogrammetry being performed today: Terrestrial or Close 

Range, Aerial, and Satellite or Space. The platform used for photogrammetry defines the 
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classification. Terrestrial photogrammetry captures scenes on the ground, often using a fixed 

camera station such as a tripod (Aber et al., 2010). Close Range photogrammetry is any work 

performed within 305 m of the object or scene, which can be done both terrestrially and aerially. 

Aerial photogrammetry is the process of capturing terrain in sequence using a precise camera.  

Capturing aerial imagery was traditionally achieved through piloted aircraft. As 

technology has advanced over the decades, several different surveying platforms have been 

developed. Satellite or space-based photogrammetry occurs on surveying platforms that are above 

traditional piloted aircraft altitudes (Pearse et al., 2018). In atmosphere platforms now include not 

just piloted aircraft (both fixed-wing and rotary) but also unmanned aerial vehicles. Each platform 

has carved out a niche within remote sensing where its abilities and strengths make it ideal for 

specific use-cases.    

2.2.2 Parameterization 

Regardless of the type of photogrammetry being performed, captured images have two 

types of parameter groups, external and internal. External parameters represent the position and 

pose of the camera when the image was captured. Position represents the physical position of the 

camera in space, such as x, y, and z or GPS coordinate (latitude, longitude, and elevation) and, as 

such, often use the standard nomenclature of X, Y, and Z for representation. Pose represents the 

roll, pitch, and yaw of the camera when the image was captured. It denotes the tilt of the camera 

along each axis in 3D space. These parameters are often referred to as Ω “Omega,” Φ “Phi,” and 

Κ “Kappa,” which represents roll, pitch, and yaw, respectively.  

Epipolar geometry, one of the key principles of Structure-from-motion (SFM) 

photogrammetry, is used to determine the relative exterior orientation between all cameras in a 

scene (Figure 2.1). Epipolar geometry enables the finding of corresponding points between 

images. A point in real space (P) is observed on the image plane at (P0) from the optical center of 

a camera (C0). The ray cast from the original point to the optical center of another camera (C1), 
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intersects the cameras image plane at (P1). In stereo vision, because the position of the cameras is 

known, the correct corresponding point can be observed on an epipolar line (line on image plane 

P1 between optical center C1 and the raw cast from point P to the optical center of initial camera 

center C0). When the camera’s position and pose are changing between captures, the 

corresponding point can appear anywhere on the image plane. One of the main requirements for 

using epipolar geometry for the triangulation of cameras is to ensure that rays are hitting the 

image sensor and appearing on the image plane accurately. 

(Hoff, 2012) 

In an ideal situation, as light rays enter the camera, they hit the sensor accurately. 

However, in most instances, a camera has minor defects that cause light rays to warp or bend 

internally, causing rays to hit the image sensor at the wrong locations, resulting in lens distortion. 

This causes points within the 3D coordinate system to not correctly map to the 2D image-

coordinate system within the image (Karabork et al., 2004). The internal parameters are used to 

model the found lens distortion to correct for the warping of light rays. By identifying and 

modelling how rays are being warped within the camera to determine the internal error, it is 

Figure 2.1: Visual representation of epipolar geometry. C1 and C2 represent the optical 

center of each camera observing the scene. P (blue dots) are observable points within the 

scene that are being mapped onto the image plans of each respective camera at P0 and P1. 

Each camera has a unique exterior orientation Z,Y, and Z. Image from (Hoff, 2012) 
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possible to re-project the location of a pixel in the image to more accurately represent its location 

within the real world.   

Several models can be used for modelling lens distortion, each with unique capabilities 

and limitations.  One of the most common models used to represent internal parameters is the 

Browns Thick Lens model created by Duane Brown (Brown, 1966). The Thick Lens model is 

very robust at modelling radial distortion in the form of barrel distortion but is lacking in its 

ability to model pin-cushion and complex distortion (Figure 2.2).  The Thick Lens model 

parameterizes the following lens distortion characteristics: principal point offset, and lens 

distortion (both radial and tangential lens distortion) (Luhmann et al., 2016)). Focal length is 

often included in the parameterization though it is not a distortion factor but has a scaling factor 

impacting the field of view (FOV). Focal length is the distance between the principal point on the 

image sensor and the optical center of the lens where all light rays intersect. The principal point is 

the perpendicular line between the perspective center of the image plane and the center of the 

image sensor (Figure 2.3). As the sensor can be misaligned in either the X or Y axis, Xp and Yp 

are used to denote any offset.  There are two types of radial lens distortion, being barrel distortion 

and pincushion distortion. Barrel distortion causes an image to be squeezed in on itself when the 

field of view is wider than the image sensor causing the image to appear outwardly curved. 

Pincushion distortion, in contrast, causes the image to appear stretch to the fringes of the frame. A 

combination of both distortions is possible within an image and is referred to as complex 

distortion, and it is impossible to accurately parameterize using Browns Thick Lens model. 

Tangential or decentering distortion occurs when the lenses within the camera are not perfectly 

aligned or when the lens and sensor are not in parallel (Figure 2.4). In order to identify the 

internal parameters, a camera-calibration must be performed in order to model the internal 

parameters of a camera. This can be done via several different processes before the final mission 

is flown being (referred to as a pre-calibration), or in-situ using the same images to be used for 
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analysis (referred to as an auto-calibration). See Chapter 5 for in-depth analysis of camera 

calibration methods.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Object for Storing Intrinsic Camera Parameters - MATLAB, n.d.; Walker et al., 2008 

 

Figure 2.3: Illustrating the perspective center and principal point. Image from Matlab 

Mathworks, 2017.  

 

Figure 2.2: Visual representation of the various forms of radial lens distortion. Images from 

(Walker et al., 2008). 

 

Figure 2.4: Demonstration of the causes of tangential distortion caused by the image sensor 

and camera lens not being in parallel. Image from (Walker et al., 2008). 
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2.2.3 Processing Techniques in Photogrammetry 

)Traditional photogrammetry requires costly equipment and highly trained specialists to 

be performed  (Ladouceur, 1983; Rick & Swartz, 1979). In the late 80s and early 90s, as 

computers became more advanced, the field of computer vision was beginning to emerge. 

Computer vision and photogrammetry have several overlapping application areas with computer 

vision, but the two disciplines have limited interaction due to differences in philosophies for 

achieving results (Mundy, 1993). As Fraser simply stated:  

There is a fundamental distinction between photogrammetry and computer vision, 

namely, that the former is an engineering discipline and the latter a science discipline. 

Photogrammetric systems are developed for a commercial end-user “measurement” 

communities that have demanding requirements on accuracy, reliability, and process 

robustness and performance. Computer vision is not accountable to any end-user 

community and is free to concentrate on what they like to do most. (Granshaw & Fraser, 

2015)    

However, as computer vision software began to develop further, the photogrammetry 

community began to adapt computer vision principles and algorithms to their work while 

ensuring that precision and robustness remained a priority. Many photogrammetric software 

packages such as Capture Reality or Pix4D are developed by intertwining these two disciplines. 

Today two main photogrammetric processing workflows have emerged as dominant: Structure 

from Motion and Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM). 

SfM and SLAM share many algorithms and methods but differ in how input image data 

is used and the time frame in which it is processed.  SfM uses a sequence of 2-dimensional 

images that have high overlapping fields of view (FOV) to reconstruct a target scene or object. 

All images are input statically, allowing for an entire reconstruction of an area. Although SfM 

methods require large amounts of imagery, they require minimal user supervision while being 
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able to produce accurate, high spatial resolution products (Micheletti et al., 2015).  SfM has been 

used by applications such as Google Maps and Earth due to its ability to scale to the “planet” 

level.  

SLAM differs from SfM primarily due to its use-case. Whereas SfM is performed using 

static sensing (set of still imagery) after the data collection process has occurred, SLAM uses 

dynamic sensing, in real-time, to recover both camera pose and map the structure or scene 

simultaneously. As SLAM can occur in real-time to generate a 3D map of the environment, it is 

often used for dynamic reconstructions. This makes SLAM ideal for autonomous vehicles that 

must recreate the environment around them as they traverse through it. SLAM research is driven 

by the goal of reducing the number of images being needed and improving the speed at which 

non-linear optimizations (bundle adjustment) can be performed as time and computational power 

are limited. A simple and real-world application of this technology can be observed in automated 

indoor vacuums (Gutmann et al., 2012). SLAM has continually been developed in the fields of 

robot self-exploration and non-photographic geomatics contexts, such as hand-held laser scanning 

(C. Fraser, 2018). 

2.3 Data Acquisition 

2.3.1 Camera Network Types and Considerations 

The quality of photogrammetry products not only rely on the platforms and sensors being 

used to capture the data but also the camera network chosen to attain the imagery. A camera 

network describes where images will be taken in order to achieve the best photogrammetric 

result. The simplest camera network is in the form of image strips. Image strips are a grouping of 

sequentially parallel images where movement is occurring in only a single dimension. Several 

strips are often taken side by side with a degree of side overlap to capture a larger area, being 

referred to as a block. Aerial mission blocks are performed using remote sensing platforms such 

as a piloted aircraft or UAVs with images typically being taken at zero nadir angle. These camera 
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networks can achieve accurate exterior orientations with few control points due to the high degree 

of overlap, especially when images are captured in cross-strips (Bevan, 2017). Applying the 

network aerially allows for coverage of large areas while allowing for simple flight parameters 

making flying for manned and unpiloted aircraft easier. Another camera network is the 

convergent network. This network orients the pose of the camera to maintain the perspective 

center across all images, eliminating parallax (Figure 2.5). This network is ideal when surveying 

a central object such as a building  (Guarnieri et al., 2006) or statue (Miles et al., 2014). The Fan 

camera network is similar to a standard strip network. However, multiple images with different 

poses are taken at the same camera location, creating camera stations (Figure 2.5). This allows 

multiple images to be captured with the same exterior position, improving triangulation. Fan 

networks allow for oblique imagery to be captured relative to the scene being surveyed being 

beneficial for triangulation and DSM creation.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.5: Convergent camera network (left) (Hanke & Grussenmeyer, 2002) and Fan 

camera network (right)  (Bevan, 2017). 

2.3.2 Ground Control Points and Check Points 

A photogrammetric product can achieve two types of accuracy: Relative and Absolute. 

Relative accuracy (or local accuracy) determines the accuracy of related distances between points 

within the model area or object. 10 cm in the model should map to 10 cm within the real world. 

Relative accuracy is good enough for many use-cases, such as object modelling for video games 

as only scale information is needed.  
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Absolute accuracy (or global accuracy) determines the ability of points within a map or 

model to correctly translate to a real-world coordinate system. Absolute accuracy is required for 

engineering photogrammetry work where precision is paramount. To achieve absolute accuracy, 

ground control points (GSPs) and check points are used. GCPs can be collected using total 

stations or Global Navigation Satellites Systems (GNSS) such as GPS. A minimum of three 

GCPs are needed to acquire the scale, rotation, and location of the model, however, it is ideal to 

have several GCPs to improve results.  The absolute accuracy of a mission cannot exceed that of 

the accuracy of the GCP (Buczkowski, 2017). Having a fine/smaller GSD can help software 

perform the photogrammetric processing workflow but is redundant when comparing final 

products to a coarser accuracy. Many UAVs have built-in GPS and inertial measurement unit 

(IMU) sensors, allowing for absolute orientation of each captured image. These are referred to as 

air stations. Although air stations can provide absolute orientation, their accuracy is dependent on 

the quality of the onboard GPS and cannot be used as external GCPs or checkpoints for 

evaluating accuracy.  With advances in UAVs, many aerial platforms now provide built-in GPS 

systems with the most recent models containing real-time kinematic (RTK) GPS, allowing for 

precise positioning. Check points are used to assess and validate the relative and absolute 

accuracy of the model as they are not used for triangulation and are external to the 

photogrammetric processing pipeline. Checkpoints are used to calculate error by observing the 

differences in the measured locations of the checkpoints captured in the real world and their 

found positions in the product 3D mesh or orthophoto.  

2.4 Mission Planning 

When planning aerial missions for photogrammetry, several parameters affect the overall 

accuracy of the project, which are dependent on several different factors. The two means of 

estimating the accuracy of a project are estimated planimetric and depth accuracy. Planimetric 

accuracy represents the degree of accuracy in the X and Y axes in 3D space, while depth accuracy 
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represents the Z-axis. These values are estimated as they can be calculated before missions are 

flown to determine the flight altitude that should be used and the percentage of forward and side 

overlap between images and image strips, respectively. Spatial resolution or GSD is also a major 

factor used to determine the desired flight height of missions. The following sections will discuss 

the different parameters to consider when developing a flight plan using the following sensor 

parameters (Table 2.1).  

Table 2.1: Camera specifications of Phantom 4 Pro FC6310 

                 

  

2.4.1 Mission Parameter Considerations 

The flying height of a mission impacts depth accuracy and spatial resolution (GSD), 

being the top vectors to consider when creating flight plans. Additionally, the mission altitude 

impacts the number of images that will need to be captured to survey the target area, effecting 

post-processing times and data storage. To better explore the impacts of these parameters, three 

different flights at different altitudes will be explored. Regardless of the altitude of the camera, 

several aspects will remain constant between the proposed missions: focal length, sensor size, 

image dimension, pixel size, and stated image accuracy. Let it also be assumed that the forward 

and side overlap between images are locked at 60% and 40%, respectively.  

Pixel size is a function of image dimension and sensor dimension where PS (pixel size) is 

the ratio between s (sensor dimension) and id (image dimension). Separate calculations must be 

made of both the height and length of the sensor and image.  

𝑃𝑆 = 𝑠/𝑖𝑑 

Determining pixel size allows for the calculation of the theoretical GSD. Where d 

distance, f focal length, and PS are factors to establish GSD. This equation demonstrates that 

increasing the distance to an object will reduce overall GSD (larger number) but can be 

Sensor Model Phantom 4 Pro DJI FC6310 3:2 Aspect 

Focal Length (mm) 8.8 

Sensor Size (mm) 13.2 x 8 

Image Dimension (px) 5472 x 3684 
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compensated by having an increased pixel size, which can be achieved using a larger image 

sensor. This is how satellites can achieve such fine resolutions at distances of hundreds of 

kilometers. 

𝐺𝑆𝐷 =
𝑑

𝑓
∗ 𝑃𝑆 

Image accuracy denotes the perceived quality of the image based on noise and motion 

blur. An expected image accuracy can range from 0.5 - 0.3 based on image quality within a range 

of 0 – 1 representing poor and high image quality, respectively. Image Accuracy can only be 

established empirically, having no analytical method for calculation. Image accuracy is a factor of 

pixel motion blur, being impacted by flight speed, shutter speed, and mission altitude. GSD and 

Image Accuracy allows for the planimetric accuracy of the mission to be calculated.  

𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑎𝑟𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑦 = 𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 ∗ 𝐺𝑆𝐷 

Additionally, with an established GSD, it is possible to determine the footprint of each 

image, representing how much real-world area is captured by a single image. Image footprint is 

an important parameter as it is used to determine how many images are needed to map an entire 

scene using the specified side and forward overlap for an image. Note that d denoting distance 

can represent either the width or height of the image and once again requires separate calculations 

for each. 

𝐹𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑡 = 𝑑 ∗ 𝐺𝑆𝐷 

With an established footprint and image overlap, it is possible to calculate the base-to-

distance ratio used for calculating depth accuracy. Base represents the distance between each 

camera station in the horizontal plane while distance represents the distance from the camera to 

the object or scene being surveyed. The base (b) or horizontal distance between cameras is 

dependent on the stated forward overlap percentage between images and the overall image 

footprint. Using these parameters, it is possible to determine the depth accuracy of the mission, 

being one of the most critical measures when developing a flight plan. 
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𝐷𝑒𝑝𝑡ℎ𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =
𝑑

𝑏
∗ 𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑎𝑟𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 

 Using the established equations, we can compare three different missions that have 

constant parameters except for varying flight heights of 15 m, 30 m, and 45 m, as seen in Table 

2.2.  

Table 2.2: Example mission parameters for example flight to demonstrate impacts of 

altering flight height 
Sensor Model Phantom 4 Pro DJI FC6310 3:2 Aspect 

Focal Length (mm) 8.8 Flight Height/distance (m) 15,30,45 

Sensor Size (mm) 13.2 x 8 Image Forward overlap (%) 60 

Image Dimension (px) 5472 x 3684 Image Side overlap (%) 40 

Image Accuracy 0.5 Mission Area (m2) 225 

Table 2.3: Mission parameter results from altering the missions fight height 

Resulting Flight Parameters @ 15m flight Height 

Pixel Size (mm) 0.00241 

GSD (m) 0.0041 

Image Footprint (m) 22.42 x 15.10 

Base (m) 5.9 

Base-to-Distance ratio 2.54:1 

Total Image Count 661 

Planimetric Accuracy (mm) 2.05 

Depth Accuracy (mm) 3.127 

Resulting Flight Parameters @ 30m flight Height 

Pixel Size (mm) 0.00241 

GSD (m) 0.0082 

Image Footprint (m) 44.87 x 30.21 

Base (m) 11.87 

Base-to-Distance ratio 2.52:1 

Total Image Count 179 

Planimetric Accuracy (mm) 4.1 

Depth Accuracy (mm) 6.254 

Resulting Flight Parameters @ 45m flight Height 

Pixel Size (mm) 0.00241 

GSD (m) 0.0123 

Image Footprint (m) 67.31 x 45.31 

Base (m) 18.22 

Base-to-Distance ratio 1.49:1 

Total Image Count 82 

Planimetric Accuracy (mm) 6.15 

Depth Accuracy (mm) 9.1136 

As seen in Table 2.3, flying height has several impacts on the overall flown mission. The 

most trivial impact is the image footprint, and the overall number of images need as flying height 
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increases. As the camera moves further away, creating a coarser GSD, allowing for more area to 

be represented by a pixel (note this will reduce GRD), the footprint of each captured image 

increases, reducing the overall number of images needed. A correlation between base-to-distance 

ratio and depth accuracy can also be observed. 

2.4.2 Forward and Side Image Overlap Consideration 

Similar to adjusting the altitude of an aerial survey mission, changing the horizontal 

distance between images and image strips has an impact on the quality of the results. Commonly 

used image overlaps are 60% and 40% 

(Figure 2.6) for forward and side 

overlap, respectively. In many situations, 

the overlap should be high to produce 

quality results, such as when performing 

a camera pre-calibration (Remondino & 

Fraser, 2006). Many SfM algorithms 

require a high degree of overlap between 

images to detect matching points 

between images for triangulation and point cloud generation. By altering the image overlap, there 

is a change in the base-to-distance ratio, directly impacting the depth of the survey mission. Using 

a single camera with different, forward overlap parameters (Table 2.4) the impact overlap has on 

an aerial mission can be observed (Table 2.5) 

Table 2.4: Example mission parameters for example flight to demonstrate the impacts of 

altering image forward overlap.  (NRC, 2007) 

Sensor Model Phantom 4 Pro DJI FC6310 3:2 Aspect 

Focal Length (mm) 8.8 Flight Height/distance (m) 15 

Sensor Size (mm) 13.2 x 8 Image Forward overlap (%) 60,80,90 

Image Dimension (px) 5472 x 3684 Image Side overlap (%) 40 

Image Accuracy 0.5 Mission Area (m2) 225 

 

Figure 2.6: Standard aerial image overlap mission 

block flight plan. Image from (NRC, 2007) 
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Table 2.5: Mission parameter results from altering the missions fight height. 

Resulting Flight Parameters @ 60% Image Forward Overlap 

Base (m) 14.6 

Base-to-Distance ratio 1.03:1 

Total Image Count 100 

Planimetric Accuracy (mm) 2.1 

Depth Accuracy (mm) 3.4 

Resulting Flight Parameters @ 80% Image Forward Overlap 

Base (m) 11 

Base-to-Distance ratio 1.37:1 

Total Image Count 180 

Planimetric Accuracy (mm) 2.1 

Depth Accuracy (mm) 6.9 

Resulting Flight Parameters @ 90% Image Forward Overlap 

Base (m) 5.5 

Base-to-Distance ratio 3.1:1 

Total Image Count 330 

Planimetric Accuracy (mm) 2.1 

Depth Accuracy (mm) 14 

As the distance from the scene is not changing, overlap changes have no impact on GSD, 

and image footprint. By increasing the image overlap while maintaining the flight distance, the 

base-to-distance ratio diverges from a 1:1 ratio. This affects depth accuracy only, while the 

planimetric accuracy remains constant. Further, an increased overlap (in either forward or side) 

increases the number of overall images needed, which can significantly impact processing times 

and data storage.  

2.5 Camera Lens and Sensor Considerations 

2.5.1 Photogrammetric Focal Length Sweet Spot 

The focal length of the lens used for aerial photogrammetry is important to consider as it 

impacts the FOV and subsequent base-to-distance ratio of the mission. The optimal range for 

close-range aerial photogrammetry (0 to 1000 m survey distance) is a focal length of 20 mm - 

28mm. Focal lengths within this range provide suitable base-to-distance ratios when using aerial 

block camera networks with a forward image overlap of 60%. Using a larger lens would improve 

the GSD of the mission but will negatively impact the base-to-distance ratio, reducing the quality 

of the produced mesh and orthophotos.  
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2.5.2 Sensor Considerations 

Two of the most common camera sensors types are charged coupled device (CCD) and 

complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS). Regardless of the sensor used, light is 

detected using the same process. Sensor types diverge in their means of measuring the detected 

light. Sensors use pixels (tiny region of semiconducting silicon) to collect and hold light (referred 

to as photoelectrons). If each pixel is referred to as a bucket, to know how much light is collected 

in a bucket, simply measure how full it is (DALSA, 2018). CCD pass photoelectrons between 

buckets to a single readout amplifier at the corner of the sensor. By using a single readout point, 

readouts are extremely consistent, producing minimal noise (George, 2018). This benefit comes 

at the expense of readout throughput speed. CMOS sensors take a more direct approach by 

reading the photoelectron at each pixel (bucket). By including a readout at every pixel, there is a 

high-performance increase at the cost of depth and sensitivity within the pixel (bucket) as the 

readout sensor takes up a portion of the pixel sensing area. 

 CCD is seen as a high cost and high-performance sensor, being used today mainly for 

high caliber sensors such as dedicated airborne remote sensing platforms (Leica Geosystems, 

2017). CMOS sensors, with their low cost, have heavily dominated the video, smartphone and 

digital single-lens reflex (DSLR) camera markets. Many consumer-grade UAVs use CMOS 

sensors such as the DJI Phantom 4 Pro (DJI, 2016), while many industry-based remote sensing 

platforms still use a CCD sensor (Leica Geosystems, 2016). These differences further the 

considerations that must be made when choosing which sensor and platform is most suitable for 

each survey mission.  

2.5.3 Sensor Size Considerations 

 Regardless of the sensor type used, it is also important to consider the size of the sensor. 

The number of megapixels within a sensor does not directly correlate to GSD, as GSD is 

determined by flight height, focal length, and pixel size. Larger sensor sizes improve image 
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statistics provided the pixels are also large. Further, increasing the sensor size while maintaining 

pixel size increases the FOV and amount of information that is contained within the footprint of 

the image (Lumenera, 2020).  A larger field of view can allow for fewer images and improved 

base-to-distance ratios while maintaining GSD.  

2.6 Photogrammetric Processing Pipeline 

Data acquisition entails the collection of raw data collected about a surveyed scene. This 

includes all image sets, any possible pre-calibration models, and ground control point acquisition. 

Following the data acquisition process, post-processing of the data is needed to turn the raw data 

into useful products such as DSMs and orthophotos. This section explores the photogrammetric 

processing pipeline, mainly focusing on software and methods used for aerial photogrammetry.  

2.6.1 Triangulation 

The first phase within the pipeline is to align the collected image set to determine their 

approximate exterior orientations. Assuming a pre-camera calibration has been performed for the 

camera(s) used, the interior orientation parameters would be inputted and locked (some software 

allows for the interior orientation to be adjusted). By enforcing a constant interior orientation, the 

software models only need to focus on determining the exterior orientations of each image, 

improving processing time. Before a sparse point cloud of tie points can be created and used to 

align the images, Keypoints within the images must be identified and matched within other 

images.  

Computational algorithms look at images at a pixel level to identify unique points within 

an image, something out of the capabilities of the human eye. Keypoints are identified pixel 

coordinates within an image that have been found to have unique properties (unique set or pattern 

of pixels in the vicinity) to be used as identifiable points throughout overlapping images. These 

Keypoints are found using a variety of different algorithms with the most common being scale-
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invariant feature transform (SIFT). SIFT is one of the most common keypoint detection 

algorithms due to its robustness to changes in scale, rotation, illumination, and viewpoint (Lowe, 

2004). 

Additionally, SIFT is ideally suited for keypoint detection in images with a fine spatial 

resolution. There are several other methods for keypoint detection, such as speeded-Up robust 

features (SURF) (C. Liu et al., 2012). Each keypoint is given a unique fingerprint (descriptor set) 

for identification and stored within a set being referenced to the specific image the keypoint is 

identified in. The new keypoints are then matched between images by comparing the 

fingerprints/descriptors of Keypoints. Once again, several algorithms are utilized to achieve the 

desired results through a variety of methods such as brute force matching algorithms 

(Pourghasemi et al., 2016) or FLANN based matching relying on nearest neighbour searching 

(Budiharto, 2014). The found keypoint matches are used for the alignment of all images to 

produce a sparse point cloud. Another method of tie point generation is through normalized cross-

correlation (NCC) (Feng Zhao et al., 2006), which assesses the similarity between a probe chunk 

of the image and the image itself as the probe is translated sequentially over the image. NCC is 

highly robust with a caveat of being extremely computationally intensive compared to previously 

stated methods.   

 With Keypoints being matched between images to create tie points, GCPs and interior 

orientations being inputted, it is possible to align the images by determining their exterior 

orientations. The computationally-intensive process of aligning image is known as performing a 

least-squares bundle block adjustment. A bundle adjustment is a “non-linear minimization 

procedure that adjusts points and camera by minimizing the reprojection error of points” 

(3DFLOW, 2013). Rays are cast to connect each virtual 3D point in the sparse cloud with their 

associated point on the image sensor, representing a bundle (Ni et al., 2007). A non-linear model 

is used to adjust a camera's external position and pose while finding the lease square solution that 
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minimizes the square error of the residuals of each observation (Triggs et al., 2000). The 

algorithm will adjust to find the optimal solution with the least root mean square error RMSE of 

the produced sparse point cloud. Different bundle-adjustment algorithms can be used to improve 

efficiency, such as defining a bundle as a group of pixels to be solved for instead of groups of cast 

rays (Wrobel, 2017). Bundle adjustment algorithms can be purpose-built to improve performance, 

such as prioritizing the use oblique imagery (Sun et al., 2016), or by optimizing the bundle 

adjustment and data acquisition methods for specific image sets (James et al., 2017). With images 

being aligned and rectified across a single plane, accurate exterior orientations of all cameras 

within the mission are established.  

2.6.2 Dense Point Cloud 

With all images optimally aligned in virtual space, the next phase in the photogrammetric 

workflow is the creation of the dense point cloud (DPC), the precursor to the DSM, DEM and 

orthophoto. There are several methods for producing a DPC that mainly originate from two 

algorithm types: Stereo Dense Matching and Multi-View Stereo Matching (Shao et al., 2016). 

Stereo matching performs pixel-wise dense matching by comparing corresponding images based 

on their epipolar lines (Scharstein & Szeliski, 2002). Semi-Global Matching (SGM) is a strong 

example of a stereo matching algorithm (Gehrke et al., 2012) that is unique in not requiring 

epipolar images to operate. Multi-View Stereo (MVS) matching takes two-frame matching 

further by utilizing several corresponding images for redundancy to improve the accuracy and 

density of the DPC (Furukawa & Hernández, 2015). Although MVS can improve accuracy and 

reduce noise within the created DPC, where the qualities of SIFT algorithm used for aerial 

triangulation excel at a fine image resolution, as GSD is improved, MVS begins to exhibit 

diminishing returns as more noise is unintentionally added into the resulting DPC (Shao et al., 

2016). Noise is often mitigated through filtering (Han et al., 2017) and smoothing (Wolff et al., 

2016). Smoothing or filtering a mesh built from a DPC is an example demonstrating the “art” of 
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photogrammetry. In an ideal situation, there would be minimal noise requiring no smoothing, 

preserving the accuracy of the DPC. Every iteration of smoothing removes noise or outliers but 

also has the potential to remove or modify valid and accurate points within the cloud. The goal is, 

therefore, to either negate the occurrence of noise within the DPC or minimizing the amount of 

smoothing needed. A DPC that has been over-filtered is not able to accurately represent a 3D 

scene to produce a reliable mesh and orthophoto.  

2.6.3 Mesh Generation 

From the DPC, the digital surface model (DSM) is constructed in the form of a mesh. The 

DPC is interpreted as vertices that must be connected in a meaningful way to accurately represent 

the observed surface in the form of a geometric model (Castellazzi et al., 2016). The mesh is 

stored as a triangulated irregular network (TIN), being highly suited to store sets of XYZ 

coordinates representing vertices. Meshes are dependent on the quality of the DPC. The phrase 

“garbage in, garbage out” applies to this process. 

Further, there are several mesh generation algorithms with varying degrees of efficiency 

and robustness (Boulch et al., 2017; Dill et al., 2019; Groueix et al., 2018). Poisson mesh 

reconstruction is one of the most common reconstruction methods, using the normals of the 

points within the DPC to extract the surface using the marching cubes method (Kazhdan et al., 

2006). A common artifact of Poisson mesh reconstructing is Poisson blistering, occurring where 

there are gaps in the point cloud that cannot be reconciled by the algorithm. DSMs can also be 

produced from created depth maps, being an intermediary product that is the source data of the 

DPC.  

2.6.4 Ortho-photo/mosaic Generation 

From a DSM, images can be orthorectified to achieve a nadir perspective across the 

entire surveyed scene. Orthorectified images can also be mosaicked into a single blended image 
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covering the entirety of the scene (Teeravech, 2014). All the previous steps in the pipeline build 

to these final results. As a result, error propagation is a concern and can only be mitigated to such 

a degree at this stage. Artifacts such as noisy points or smoothed points that were established in 

filtering the DPC translates to an inferior mesh that cannot be corrected for during 

orthorectification. Orthorectification algorithms are only able to use the produced DSM, not 

verify, or correct the DSMs quality.  

Blending and stitching is an important consideration when merging overlapping imagery 

to produce an orthomosaic. Where image footprints overlap, a decision must be made on whether 

to blend the overlapping area entirely or to stitch the images at some seam and then once again 

optionally blend the images along the created seam such as using Poisson blending (Abdullah & 

Agha, 2018). The result of this stage is an orthorectified image of the entire survey scene, and if 

performed well, has minimal artifacts such as ghosting (Uyttendaele et al., 2001), and parallax 

(Zhang & Liu, 2014), while having minimal areas within the scene that failed to be rectified 

causing blurring and hole filling within the image. Ghosting occurs when objects move between 

captured images causing the position to change in final ortho. Blending solutions struggle to 

handle ghosting, and often silhouettes or transparent forms of the object appear. Ghosting can be 

mitigated by performing seam cuts and selecting specific images to be used where artifact occurs 

instead of blending multiples images. Parallax is the phenomenon of objects appearing in 

different positions and orientations based on the location of the observing camera as seen in 

Figure 2.7. Parallax occurs along seam lines between stitched images, becoming more prominent 

the further away the images are from one another. Objects within the scene will appear in 

different positions or from different perspectives. Parallax can cause ghosting of static imagery 

when stitched images are not blended or stitched together appropriately as seen in Figure 2.8. 

(Parallax, 2020). 
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2.7 Modern Unmanned Aerial Photogrammetric Platforms 

In the new millennium, great strides have been made within aerial photogrammetry 

regarding platforms capable of performing aerial surveying. In conjunction with modern software 

methodologies, aerial photogrammetry has become increasingly financially accessible and user-

friendly. Modern UAVs have advanced at such a pace that governments are struggling to keep up 

and ensure that there is protective legislation to ensure the safety and privacy of others when 

Figure 2.8: Visual representation of ghosting caused by parallax using poor seam cuts and 

blending. Stationary car represents static blurring while moving humans represent 

dynamic blurring that cannot be easily corrected. 

Figure 2.7: Illustration of how parallax occurs when viewing a scene from multiple 

locations. Image from (Parallax, 2020) 
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UAVs are operating in the area. One of the limiting sanctions that many governments have 

imposed on UAV operators is their requirement to fly within line of sight at all times, reducing 

the effectiveness of the UAV for large scale missions. However, UAVs are still suitable for small 

to medium aerial missions where visual line of sight (VLOS) is maintainable.   

2.7.1 Fixed-Wing UAVs 

Fixed-wing UAVs have existed for decades, becoming more sophisticated with each new 

model (Figure 2.9). These UAVs are capable of performing aerial surveys of vast areas with 

several different types of surveying sensors such as multispectral cameras (Baluja et al., 2012), 

and LiDAR (Sankey et al., 2017). Fixed-wing UAVs have multiple advantages over standard 

piloted aircraft. Fixed Wing UAVs require a single operator that can operate the UAV remotely 

from the ground, a situation that allows for ease of access to the technology. Many modern fixed-

wing UAVs are powered with rechargeable lithium batteries that can be swapped out as needed 

allowing for multiple flights to be flown in a day. The cost of purchasing a survey-grade fixed-

wing UAV can have a better return on investment when compared to contracting out or operating 

a piloted aircraft oneself, depending on the mission size. The low cost and ease of use allow for 

businesses, governments, and researchers to rapidly deploy these platforms for aerial surveying. 

One of the most significant advantages of fixed-wing UAVs is their ability to fly at lower 

altitudes than piloted aircraft. This allows for the UAV to maintain the GSD from piloted aircraft 

using cheaper cameras or even the increase possible GSD of projects when using sophisticated 

commercial cameras that are available today. Fixed-wing UAVs have excelled in several 

industries, such as being used for natural disaster monitoring  (Casbeer et al., 2005). The ability to 

fly at low altitudes, however, has its limitations. Fixed-wing aircraft must maintain a minimum 

flight speed (mostly depending on aircrafts weight and aerodynamics) to maintain altitude. As 

fixed-wing aircraft decreases in altitude, images experience increased motion blur as well as a 

reduction in planimetric accuracy.  
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2.7.2 Multi-rotor and Single-Rotor UAVs 

The need to maintain a minimum flight speed makes fixed-wing aircraft unsuitable for 

several use-cases. Fixed-wing UAVs are not suitable in at low altitudes in confined areas such as 

dense urban areas that require tight turning radii or around objects that can only be surveyed 

aerially such as buildings (Oubbati et al., 2017) or statues (Kersten, 2010). For these use-cases, 

single-rotor and multi-rotor UAV are the most effective survey platform.  Single-rotor UAV 

platforms are modelled after larger manned helicopters, having very similar characteristics. A 

single, large main rotor over the entire body of the craft is used to achieve lift, with the tail rotor 

being used to adjust the aircraft's heading and countering torque. To achieve forward movement, 

the rotor mast is attached to a swashplate that has the ability to tilt the entire main rotor assembly 

forward, causing air to pass over the blades, propelling the aircraft forward. The angle of the 

swashplate can be changed to allow helicopters to travel forwards, sideways, and backwards 

while maintaining altitude. These systems are very efficient, having a large rotor-disk to provide 

lift, and are able to carry heavier payloads with longer flight time, however, their main drawback 

is the complexity of construction and operation.  Helicopter design is very complex, especially 

regarding the swashplate used to manipulate the pitch and roll of the main rotor assembly. This 

makes these types of platforms expensive, both for manned and unmanned platforms. Further, 

these platforms are hard to operate and require extensive training and certification to operate.  

Multi-rotor UAVs are a simpler solution to provide vertical take-off and landing (VTOL)    

Figure 2.9: Example of a multi-rotor UAV (left) and a fixed-wing UAV (right). Images from 

(DJI, 2020; Delair, 2020) 
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capabilities and the ability to hovering in place (Figure 2.9). Several strategically placed 

rotors provide lift. The key to the simplicity of these systems is the rotors do not need to change 

their pitch to provide horizontal momentum. The rotors spin in alternating directions, requiring 

only a change in the voltage (determining how fast the rotor spins) to provide a change in thrust. 

As several small rotors can never be as efficient as a single large rotor covering the same area, 

there are some drawbacks to be considered. Many multi-rotor UAVs are electric-powered, having 

limited flight times in relation to single rotor electric-powered UAVs alternatives as multi-rotor 

variants have a reduced rotor disk footprint overall, limiting the amount of airflow that can pass 

over the blades.  Further, with reduced lift, a multi-rotor UAV has smaller payload limits. These 

drawbacks are often offset by a reduced cost and an extremely low learning curve to operate. The 

simplicity of multi-rotor designs requiring only servo motors and changes in voltage to operate 

rotors allows for a low cost to produce. Additionally, in conjunction with a low learning curve, 

these platforms can be very forgiving when operating, reducing the chance of crashes (provided 

users continue to assess and mitigate risk). These positives make multi-rotor UAVs ideal 

platforms to be used by researchers and industry workers looking to survey small to medium-

sized scenes. (Phantom 4 - DJI’s Smartest Flying Camera Ever., 2020) 

2.8 Leveraging the Capabilities of Multi-Rotor UAVs 

Consumer grade multi-rotor UAVs have become widely used for aerial surveying and 

photogrammetry among small businesses and researchers due to their financial accessibility and 

ease of use. In conjunction with SfM based software technologies, performing aerial surveys is 

beginning to follow the “plug and play” methodology. Although this ease of use has immense 

benefits, some unexpected side effects are beginning to occur within the industry of aerial 

mapping. The saying “make something idiot-proof, and the universe will make better idiots” 

(Cook, 1990) is an apt expression in this case. Modern flight planning software can create useable 
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flight plans with minimal parameters denoting a survey area and desired image overlap and 

altitude, and the software will provide a flight path for the UAV.  

With automated flight planning and processing photogrammetry, new users can often 

overlook the basics of photogrammetry used to achieve precise results as the software often hides 

errors or attempts to make up for them by adjusting internal parameters to give users the desired 

visual results. Additionally, as the workflow to generate products is automated, many users do not 

fully explore the benefits of multi-rotor UAVs to improve their data acquisition methods, 

processing workflows or results. 

A multi-rotor UAV is unique in its ability to hover, turn on the spot, and adjust its 

altitude in place. Even with these capabilities, multi-rotor UAVs are often only used for 

traditional lawnmower style surveying (Rinaudo et al., 2012). Additionally, although flight 

planning software is often restricted by the manufacturer regarding the number of waypoints 

allowed within a flight plan, they are permitted to allow for multiple actions to be performed at a 

waypoint such as taking multiple images, something once again, is not fully embraced by current 

users. These advantages open up the possibility of creating complex flight plans to perform more 

advanced surveys. Complex flight plans such as aerial camera calibrations, vertical mapping, the 

creation of aerial image stations with multiple images, allowing for complex oblique angled 

image capturing to be performed, can be created. Additionally, flight plans can be optimized to 

remove redundant imagery to reduce the number of images and processing time needed while 

maintaining quality. These improved flight plans can leverage the capabilities of software to 

further improve outputted products such as 3D models, DSMs, DEMs, and Orthophotos. 

2.8.1 Aerial Camera Calibration 

Camera pre-calibration of the image sensor and lens establishes a reliable interior 

orientation of the camera, being a well-established practice that is often neglected by today's new 

users (Fraser, 2013). SfM post-processing software works by estimating the interior orientation 
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parameters, then refining the estimates iteratively to achieve the best possible visual result, 

allowing users to perform an autocalibration on the same image set being using for mapping 

(Hashim et al., 2013; Suh & Choi, 2017). Auto-calibrations often underperform when compared 

to dedicated camera calibration projects and result in reduced accuracy. If the images used to 

perform an auto-calibration are not well suited for calibration, the resulting poor estimation of the 

camera's interior orientation will propagate the error into the external camera parameters, and 

absolute orientations as the software attempts to minimize variation within the system. This has 

the possibility of reducing the quality of created products such as DEMs. DSMs, and the final 

produced orthophotos.  Additionally, pre-calibration is used to fix the interior orientations 

parameters of the camera, allowing for the camera's internal parameters to remain constant across 

all projects using the same camera. Usually, a camera calibration certificate is not provided in the 

final product (Casella et al., 2014), further demonstrating the neglect of this foundational first 

step in a quality photogrammetric workflow. To re-introduce the key aspect of camera pre-

calibration, a solution needs to be identified that is comparable in the efficiency of auto-

calibration to help ensure users are not deterred from performing this process.  

Camera calibration on many modern consumer grade multi-rotor UAVs can be difficult 

as the camera is not easily detachable from the platform itself as is with the case of most DJI 

UAVs, being one of the most common consumer-grade UAVs used for photogrammetry. This 

limits the ability for terrestrial calibration to be performed as the user has difficulty manipulating 

the camera to acquire both images at different rotations and from different oblique angles. Some 

solutions have involved manually holding and orienting the UAVs camera in an indoor setting 

with many control points to achieve calibration (Cramer et al., 2017).  Other attempts have been 

made to perform aerial camera calibration. However, these missions require specific 

manufactured structures and objects to be used for calibration, while additionally, requiring 

extensive control pick-up (Honkavaara et al., 2006; Pérez et al., 2012). Furthermore, all of the 
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proposed solutions require manual intervention by the user for image capture, limiting the ability 

to automate and standardize the procedure.  

A currently unexplored procedure is to leverage the abilities of a multi-rotor UAV to 

create an automated flight plan that can be used to capture images of the necessary quality to be 

used for camera pre-calibration. Variations in height are crucial to providing different 

perspectives of the surveyed area to assist with calibration (Cramer et al., 2017). Multi-rotor 

UAVs are uniquely suited to provide images at different orientation and heights, a process which 

can be automated. The addition of oblique imagery to improve calibration is well established 

(Haala & Cavegn, 2016), something once again that is well suited for multi-rotor UAVs with 

motorized gimbals. The combination of these requirements for camera pre-calibration can be 

automated in a repeatable flight plan, requiring only a suitable area for surveying. Any outdoor 

structure with varying texture and height (Remondino & Fraser, 2006) becomes a suitable target 

for an automated aerial camera calibration project.  

The creation of an automated flight plan for pre-camera calibration reduces the barrier to 

entry for users not familiar with the needed techniques to perform a calibration and instead rely 

on autocalibrations performed in situ. With a flight plan that can be automated, the ability to 

standardize the camera pre-calibration process for specific UAVs and use-cases becomes possible 

to further reduce variation between projects.  

2.8.2 Improved Capturing of Oblique Imagery 

Oblique aerial imagery improves vertical facade acquisition of buildings to better improve 3D 

modelling and object identification and improve the acquisition of vertical structures (Buffi et al., 

2017). Oblique imagery has also been seen to produce more accurate point clouds and DSMs 

used to generate orthophotos (Frankl et al., 2015). Oblique imagery is often captured manually on 

Consumer grade UAVs. Current surveying flight planning software does not easily allow for the 

use of oblique imagery, as many were initially developed for fixed-wing aircraft with fixed nadir 
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cameras that are still developed on the same framework.  To overcome this, camera platforms 

were created with fixed cameras at oblique angles. One of the most popular oblique camera 

configurations is the Maltese-cross. The Maltese-cross camera configuration uses four cameras 

capturing at oblique angles about the four cardinal directions in relation to the UAV and an 

additional camera at a nadir orientation. These platforms are both expensive and heavy. This has 

led to either purpose built UAVs to be required for oblique image capturing (Grenzdörffer et al., 

2012) or to not be considered at all, even if beneficial for the mission (Aicardi et al., 2016). With 

a multi-rotor UAVs ability to hover, rotate in place, and adjust the cameras gimbal to capture 

images at oblique angles, the simulating of the Maltese-cross is possible. This would allow 

single-camera UAVs to simulate the Maltese-cross providing an affordable alternative to 

acquiring a purpose build camera system or UAV. Automation of the process can further improve 

the accessibility of this method if an appropriate workflow for flight plan creation can be 

established. 
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Chapter 3 

Creating Software Workflows for Complex Automated Multi-Rotor 

UAV Flight Plans 

3.1 Abstract 

Over the past decade, the capabilities of low-cost consumer-grade UAVs have advanced 

and are now being explored as viable platforms for both research and industry work. These 

consumer flight systems have the capacity to produce imagery suitable for photogrammetric 

processing such as 3D outdoor modelling, DEM/DTM generation, and orthophoto generation. DJI 

brand UAVs have begun to dominate the commercial market. However, if these UAVs are to be 

used for more technical and industrial applications, there are several drawbacks that must be 

addressed. Current flight planning software is not yet suitable for creating flight plans that follow 

the best practices of aerial surveying. There is no simple solution for re-orienting the camera in 

the portrait orientation that also adjusts the forward and side overlap of image sets accordingly. 

Additionally, there is no efficient way to leverage the multi-axis gimbal to allow for capturing 

oblique imagery automatically. Lastly, the ability to hover at a single location and take multiple 

images is currently a missed opportunity, not being widely adopted as flight planning software 

makes performing this function difficult to access. The workflow proposed demonstrates a 

solution allowing for flight plans to be created while maintaining the camera in portrait 

orientation. This work further builds on the ability to modify flight plans to create a flight plan 

capable of capturing oblique aerial imagery by simulating the Maltese-cross camera network. 

3.2 Introduction 

As the emerging industry of consumer-grade unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) continues 

to mature, the use of multi-rotor UAVs for aerial photography and photogrammetry has continued 

to push the boundaries capable of small form factor aerial platforms. Traditionally 
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photogrammetric aerial photo sets were collected from fixed-winged, piloted aircraft. This 

process is both costly and time-consuming, especially when multiple flights are needed to 

effectively capture the study area or if a high degree of temporal data is required. With the 

development of fixed-wing UAVs, the accessibility of low-cost data collection has increased 

(Tahar & Ahmad, 2013). Many governments have implemented a requirement to fly within visual 

line of sight (VLOS), limiting the ability for these UAV platforms to be used in large scale 

surveying. Due to the statutory limitations, UAVs have found a niche in remote sensing for small 

to medium-sized missions, having several advantages when operated at low altitudes. 

Flying UAVs have the advantage of being affordable while being able to fly almost 

anywhere below a specific altitude (as specified by the laws of each country) and often only 

require a single operator to pilot. These advantages allow for the completion of multiple flights 

within a single day at a very low cost relative to having a pilot fly a manned craft. By operating at 

lower altitudes while being equipped with modern camera sensors, users can achieve ground 

sample distance (GSD) values that are as effective as piloted aircraft using more sophisticated and 

heavy cameras. Fixed-wing aircraft, however, must maintain a minimum flight speed in order to 

maintain altitude (Templin et al., 2018). As the altitude of the craft and camera gets lower to the 

ground (often to improve GSD), motion blur can become a significant issue as well as 

maintaining an appropriate overlap between images (Mészáros, 2012). 

Additionally, these lightweight fixed-wing UAVs are susceptible to crosswinds that 

disrupt the flight line of the aircraft, causing crabbing, and can increase the difficulty of takeoff 

and landing. Multi-rotor UAVs are uniquely suited for overcoming these limitations as they are 

both highly stable in flight and have the ability to hover, allowing for images to be taken with 

minimal camera movement. The ability to hover in place allows for images to be taken using 

position-based capturing methods instead of time-based, allowing for complex and efficient flight 

plans to be used. When combined with a camera gimbal for further stabilization, multi-rotor 
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UAVs become ideal platforms for small to medium size projects taken at low altitudes. Many 

multi-rotor UAVs exist within industries that are sufficient for photogrammetry however they 

often have a high barrier to entry being very expensive for entrepreneurs or small businesses. As 

consumer-grade UAVs have become more sophisticated with improved cameras, gimbals, and 

onboard sensors, their use for professional work has been pursued by both researchers and 

industry workers. 

The latest iteration of the Phantom 4 Multi-rotor UAV by DJI is a proven example of a 

consumer-grade UAV that is capable of capturing aerial photography for photogrammetry 

(Casella et al., 2017; Suh & Choi, 2017). Although DJI UAV can be used for photogrammetric 

work, they are not developed solely for this type of work and instead have been developed for 

mainly content creation and videography. Videographers focus less on the significance of 

planning flights for technical purposes and more on capturing aesthetically pleasing images or 

cinematic video clips. Creativity is a key aspect of this type of work and can be effectively seen 

with all the embedded flight modes onboard the Phantom 4 provided by DJI, such as active track 

and path draw. 

Although DJI has created a software platform called DJI GS Pro that allows for survey 

missions to be planned, it, along with other third-party flight planning software, has neglected to 

leverage many of the features that a vertical take-off and landing (VTOL) multi-rotor UAV 

provides to the aerial surveying industry. Flight-plans for these UAVs can not be easily planned 

to fly in a portrait orientation, which is possible with piloted aircraft. Additionally, piloted aircraft 

have the ability to mount sophisticated cameras or even multiple cameras allowing them to create 

sophisticated camera configurations such as the Maltese-cross.  

3.2.1 Orientation Matters 

Camera orientation is an important parameter to consider when developing flight 

missions for aerial photogrammetry. As many sensors used within modern cameras are 
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rectangular, the images are rectangular by the same ratio. This effects the image overlaps, a key 

aspect to consider when creating an aerial flight plan. If images are captured in landscape, 

different overlaps must be set when flying in portrait orientation. The change in the orientation of 

the camera to portrait reduces the number of images needed per strip while increasing the overall 

number of strips needed. The more significant impact, however, is the ability to improve the 

depth accuracy of the project (Birch, 2012). Flying with the camera in a portrait orientation, nadir 

orientation along the flight direction instead of a landscape orientation allows for an improvement 

of the base-to-distance ratio (distance between camera and survey object in relation to the 

distance between sequential images within an image strip). The improvement of the base-to-

distance ratio is attributed to the increase in the distance between captured images within the 

same aerial strip. See Table 3.1 to compare flight plan results and projected mission planimetric, 

and depth accuracies with the camera orientation rotated 90 degrees to portrait.   

Table 3.1: Mission Plan accuracy comparison with camera in landscape (top) and portrait 

(bottom) orientation demonstrating the ability for images flown in portrait to have 

improved depth accuracy. 

Mission Planned in Landscape 

Sensor Model Phantom 4 Pro FC6310 3:2 Aspect Ratio  

Focal Length (mm) 8.8 Flight Height (m) 120 

Sensor Size (mm) 13.21 x 8.8 Image Forward overlap(%) 60 

Image Dimension (px) 5646 x 3640 Image Side overlap(%) 40 

Image Accuracy 0.5 Mission Area (m2) 1000 

Image Footprint (m) 44 x 66.1 

Base-to-Distance ratio 1:6.82 

Planimetric Accuracy (mm) 3.6 

Depth Accuracy (mm) 24.7 

Mission Planned in Portrait 

Sensor Model Phantom 4 Pro FC6310 3:2 Aspect Ratio 

Focal Length (mm) 8.8 Flight Height (m) 120 

Sensor Size (mm) 8.8 x 13.21 Image Forward overlap(%) 60 

Image Dimension (px) 3630 x 5646 Image Side overlap(%) 40 

Image Accuracy 0.5 Mission Area (m2) 1000 

Image Footprint (m) 66.1 x 44 

Base-to-Distance ratio 1: 4.55 

Planimetric Accuracy (mm) 3.6 

Depth Accuracy (mm) 16 

As the base-to-distance ratio converges on a 1:1 ratio, the depth accuracy improves 

(lower is better). As the depth accuracy is the least accurate condition, it is common practice to 
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plan missions so as to optimize this parameter. It is possible to take advantage of the improved 

depth accuracy by flying higher. In doing so, it is possible to maintain the same depth accuracy as 

would be achieved while flying in a landscape orientation when in portrait mode but at a higher 

altitude, reducing the number of images needed to capture the same area. Maintaining accuracy 

while requiring fewer images to process is advantageous as it greatly decreases post-processing 

turnaround times. Using dedicated cameras such as those on many consumer-grade UAVs such as 

the Phantom 4 Pro series requires modification of flight plans to achieve these results. This work 

demonstrates a viable flight plan workflow that has the capability to orient missions in portrait 

with appropriate forward and side image overlaps using existing software packages.  

3.2.2 Oblique Aerial Imagery 

Oblique imagery has the ability to improve the overall accuracy of a project (Rossi et al., 

2017) as well as improve vertical facade acquisition of objects such as buildings (Vacca et al., 

2017). These benefits are highly desirable for both surveying and photogrammetric modelling 

work. One of the most common oblique aerial camera platforms is the Maltese-cross (Haala & 

Cavegn, 2016). The Maltese-cross camera configuration uses four separate cameras set at a 

consistent oblique look angle, with each camera looking in a single cardinal direction. In many 

cases, a fifth camera is also included in the system that captures an image at the nadir perspective 

(Moe et al., 2016). These systems are expensive and are too heavy to go on consumer UAVs, 

further increasing the cost to fly a mission as larger and more expensive UAVs are needed (if not 

a piloted aircraft). With the capability to hover in place and rotate along the horizontal axis, it is 

possible for multi-rotor UAVs to simulate the Maltese-cross camera configuration using a single 

camera. By developing a flight plan that can simulate the Maltese-cross using a single camera, 

consumer-grade multi-rotor UAVs can now be used for oblique image acquisition using the 

Maltese-cross camera network, something that has not yet been explored (Aicardi, Chiabrando, et 

al., 2016).  A flight plan solution for creating the Maltese-cross is demonstrated within this work. 
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3.3 Methods 

There are several different applications on the market that allow for the creation of flight 

plans for multi-rotor UAVs as well as fly them. As this work focuses on the use of DJI UAVs, 

software applications are used based on their ability to incorporate DJI multi-rotor UAVs in the 

photogrammetric process. DJIFlightPlanner is used to generate the flight missions as this third 

party application excels at quickly creating flight plans for photogrammetry. DJIFlightPlanner 

produces a flight-plan CSV file, which is read into web and mobile applications called Litchi. 

Litchi allows for the creation of more sophisticated flight plans, such as allowing for multiple 

actions to be performed at a single waypoint. The flights are loaded directly to the UAV via 

Litchi’s mobile app. First, an effective workflow for combining DJIFlightPlanner and Litchi to 

create complex flight plans by manipulating the CSV file created by DJIFlightPlanner must be 

identified. Using this workflow, flight plans are created that allow for the camera to be oriented in 

portrait along the flight direction of the mission strips as well as create missions that can simulate 

the Maltese-cross.  

3.3.1 Drone Manipulation Workflow 

To create complex flight plans that go beyond simple traditional flight lines, multiple 

software packages are used. DJIFlightPlanner is a third party flight planning software specifically 

for DJI UAVs that was purpose-built for surveying. It has an intuitive interface that allows users 

to generate flight plans and customize them quickly. All DJI UAVs sensor sizes and image pixel 

dimensions are pre-loaded into the software package. The user is only required to input the survey 

area boundary, flying height, and desired image forward and side overlap for the desired mission. 

The software allows for users to choose between having the aircraft either hover at each created 

waypoint to perform an action (capture an image, rotate, adjust gimbal) or to do time-based image 

capturing as it follows the designated flight plan every few seconds (to be specified by user). 

Litchi mobile is used for flying these missions. The CSV created by DJIFlightPlanner is read into 
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Litchi, where the flight plan is then uploaded to the UAV. By having the mission loaded into the 

UAV directly, there is reduced latency for the aircraft to operate as instructions are not relayed 

from the controller or connected smart device. The CSV is the key aspect in this workflow that 

allows for the leveraging of all the capabilities of the Litchi application. Using Litchi 

documentation to understand the CSV file, it possible to create more sophisticated flights such as 

taking multiple images at a single waypoint from different angles or permanently rotate the 

cameras while maintaining the flight direction. See Appendix A for a complete breakdown of the 

workflow used. This workflow provides the capabilities and flexibility needed to create flight 

plans that allow for a portrait orientation of the camera as well as the simulation of the Maltese-

cross. 

3.3.2 Calculating Portrait Overlap 

The majority of flight planning software packages assume a landscape camera orientation 

at nadir and do not include the option to fly in portrait. Even though it is possible to orient the 

camera in portrait, the overlap percentages used to create the flight plan still assume the camera is 

oriented in landscape. In order to use DJIFlightPlanner, overlap conversions need to be 

determined to “trick” the software to allow landscape overlaps to be used for flight planning that 

is appropriate when the camera is flown in portrait. As a conversion for both the side lap and 

forward overlap is needed, equations are needed for each. As the position of each camera at each 

waypoint when creating flight plans is known, it can be used as a reference for re-orientation. The 

central point of the image remains constant for both a landscape and portrait orientation, as seen 

in Figure 3.1 as the GPS coordinates are not interfered with by re-orienting the camera.  By 

knowing the resolution of the camera, it is possible to calculate what the portrait overlap will be 
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Figure 3.1: Visual demonstration representing constant image centers regardless of the 

orientation of the images. Further illustrates the expectation that forward overlap should 

increase and side overlap should decrease when images are re-oriented from landscape to 

portrait. 

when entered in landscape format. A general formula for calculating portrait overlap based on the 

sensor size and image resolution must be determined. The formula will then be tested using 

DJIFlightPlanner (Sept 2018 build)  and checked for accuracy using DJIAfterFlight (Nov 2018 

build)  and 3DM CalibCam (version 2.5.0 build 1776). DJIAfterFlight is used to assess the 

footprints of the imagery as well as the look direction of the camera. 

3.3.3 Recreating the Maltese Cross 

Recreating the Maltese-cross using a single camera creates two minimum requirements. 

Firstly, the camera must be able to tilt to oblique angles. Secondly, either the camera (via the 

gimbal) or the UAV itself must be able to rotate along the horizontal axis. These functions can be 

achieved using the features of DJI UAVs, however, the process of creating a flight plan with 

these requirements once again needs to be developed. When creating the Maltese-cross flight 

plan, the UAV captures a total of five images at each waypoint (GPS coordinate), one at nadir 

and four at an oblique angle in four cardinal directions relative to the flight path. DJIAfterFlight 

is then used to ensure that the images captured accurately simulate the Maltese-cross by assessing 

the image's footprints at each waypoint.   
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3.4 Results and Analysis 

Before demonstrating the feasibility of these flight plans on multi-rotor UAVs, it should 

be noted that this work focuses solely on the ability to create complex flight plans and does not 

consider their effectiveness and accuracy. The use of capturing images within a portrait 

orientation, allowing for an improved depth accuracy, is well documented (Barry & Coakley, 

2013; Birch, 2012). The effectiveness and robustness of simulating the Maltese-cross using a 

consumer-grade multi-rotor UAV is explored in future work.  

3.4.1 Portrait Orientation: Calculating Overlap and Workflow 

The creation of an equation to accurately convert landscape overlaps to portrait requires 

an initial equation to determine the distance between the center points of each image at a given 

side or forward overlap. The center points of each image captured remain constant regardless of 

orientation in the flight planning software as a reference point to be used for determining image 

overlap. The created distance, d equation is later used within the overall equation used to 

determine the overlap conversion needed for both side overlap and forward overlap. Formally         

                                               𝑑 = ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 ∗ (100 − 𝑓𝑙𝑜)/100                 (forward overlap) 

and                                               𝑑 =  𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ ∗ (100 − 𝑠𝑙𝑜)/100                  (side overlap) 

where height and width represent the dimension of the image in pixels, and flo and slo 

representing the original landscape, forward and side overlaps, respectively. An equation for both 

forward and side overlap needs to be created, as seen above, respectively. The results of the 

distance equations are then used to create a unique equation for both the forward and side 

overlap, respectively. Formally  

                                                   𝑓𝑝𝑜 = (𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ − 𝑑) ∗
ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡

𝑓𝑝
∗ 100                  (forward overlap) 

and                                             𝑠𝑝𝑜 = (ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 − 𝑑) ∗
𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ

𝑓𝑝
∗ 100          (side overlap) 

where fp represents the footprint of the image in pixels. The resulting forward portrait overlap 

(fpo) from the initially entered landscape forward overlap and the resulting side portrait overlap 
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(spo) from the initially entered landscape side overlap can now be found. See Figure 5.2 for 

example calculation along with visual. 

By calculating multiple landscape to portrait conversions for both forward and side 

overlap of a camera, a trend line is established to provide an equation, making it possible to 

determine the required landscape overlap orientation to be entered into the flight planning 

software to achieve any desired portrait overlap. Table 3.2 lists the conversion equations for 

common DJI consumer-grade UAVs used for surveying and photogrammetry. See Appendix B 

for a detailed breakdown of all equations. 

Table 3.2: Overlap conversion chart for common DJI UAV cameras with y representing the 

original forward and side overlap and x the subsequent portrait overlap, which is solved 

for.  

UAV Model Image Size (px) Conversion Equations 

 Width Height Forward Overlap Equ. Side Overlap Equ. 

Phantom 3 Standard 4000 3000 𝑦 = 0.75𝑥 + 25 𝑦 = 1.3333𝑥 − 33.333 

Phantom 3 Advanced 4000 3000 𝑦 = 0.75𝑥 + 25 𝑦 = 1.3333𝑥 − 33.333 

Phantom 3 Pro 4000 3000 𝑦 = 0.75𝑥 + 25 𝑦 = 1.3333𝑥 − 33.333 

Figure 3.2: Visual example of overlap conversions. Two sepeate equations are used for forward and side 

overlap. As the image sensor is not square the difference between the image dimensions is also accounted 

for with the used equations. d is solved for in pixels while fpo and spo are solved for as a percentage. 
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Phantom 4 4000 3000 𝑦 = 0.75𝑥 + 25 𝑦 = 1.3333𝑥 − 33.333 

Phantom 4 Pro/V2 3:2 5472 3648 𝑦 = 0.6667𝑥 + 33.333 𝑦 = 1.5𝑥 − 50 

Phantom 4 Pro/V2 4:3 4864 3648 𝑦 = 0.75𝑥 + 25 𝑦 = 1.3333𝑥 − 33.333 

Phantom 4 Pro/V2 16:9 5472 3078 𝑦 = 0.5625 + 43.75 𝑦 = 1.7778𝑥 − 77.778 

Phantom 4 RTK 4:3 4864 3648 𝑦 = 0.75𝑥 + 25 𝑦 = 1.3333𝑥 − 33.333 

Phantom 4 RTK 3:2 5472 3648 𝑦 = 0.6667𝑥 + 33.333 𝑦 = 1.5𝑥 − 50 

Mavic Pro 4000 3000 𝑦 = 0.75𝑥 + 25 𝑦 = 1.3333𝑥 − 33.333 

Mavic 2 Pro/Zoom 5472 3648 𝑦 = 0.6667𝑥 + 33.333 𝑦 = 1.5𝑥 − 50 

With the desired overlaps achieved, the next stage is to physically adjust the orientation 

of the UAV to capture images oriented in portrait. As the camera for all DJI UAVs is on a gimbal 

that is fixed to the aircraft itself and cannot be fully rotated about the Z-axis, the only option is to 

change the look direction of the UAV itself. By manipulating the CSV file, the UAV still follows 

the desired flight plan, moving to each waypoint and maintain flight direction while the UAVs 

look direction is rotated 90° about the Z-axis, achieving a portrait camera orientation.  

To validate both the overlap conversions as well as the ability for the UAV to alter its 

flight direction to capture in a portrait orientation, a small mission is planned and performed. As 

the principal goals are to ensure accurate flight planning, the scene selected for capture is 

arbitrary, with a local park being 

used for capturing. A DJI 

Phantom 4 Pro is used capturing 

in a 3:2 form factor (pixel ratio 

between width and height of the 

image). Landscape forward and 

side overlaps were set to 60% and 

40% for the mission. These 

landscape orientations convert to 

70% forward overlap and 10% side overlap when flown in portrait. The mission totalled 25 

Figure 3.3: Footprint overlaps, camera look directions, 

and flight direction created using DJIAfterFlight. 
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images arranged in two strips. See Figure 3.3 for a visual nadir view of the acquired images and 

their footprints, created using DJIAfterFlight. The arrows at each waypoint are oriented 90° about 

the flight direction informing the look direction of the camera. Using 3DM Analysts CalibCam 

forward and side overlaps were validated.   

3.4.2 Maltese Cross: Flight Plan Creation and Testing 

By utilizing the abilities of the Litchi flight app to modify a flight plan, it is possible to 

recreate the Maltese-cross. Three of the available actions Litchi provides are performed on the 

UAV to achieve the desired plan; “take photo,” “rotate camera,” and “tilt camera.” These actions 

will allow the camera to start in a nadir position to capture the traditional aerial image followed 

by the subsequent four oblique angled images. The following table (Table 3.3) is an ordered 

procedure at a single waypoint to recreate the Maltese-cross. 

Table 3.3: Instruction breakdown to be applied to created CSV file for Litchi  

Nadir Image Oblique 1 Oblique 2 Oblique 3 Oblique 4 

Tilt 

Camera 

- 90° 

Take 

Photo 
Tilt 

Camera 

- 45° 

Take 

Photo 
Rotate 

Camera 

90° 

Take 

Photo 
Rotate 

Camera 

90° 

Take 

Photo 
Rotate 

Camera 

90° 

Take 

Photo 

 

 

Figure 3.4: Final modified CSV (viewed in excel) file used to simulate the Maltese-cross. 

The CSV file for Litchi created by DJIFlightPlanner is modified (Figure 3.4) to represent 

the needed actions. These parameters were manually updated within the CSV file, however, 

automating the modification process of the CSV to apply the Maltese-cross to the created flight 

plan was trivial to implement using python (Appendix H for code). Once again, the field site 

chosen was a local park for ease of access as this work is proof of concept only. Once the 

standard nadir flight plan is created, it is then modified within excel. This required the 
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modification of 11 waypoints in total. It is important 

to note that since DJIFlightPlanner uses absolute 

orientation, the same rotations cannot be applied to 

all waypoints. There will be two sets of camera 

rotations for the two flight directions of the strips, 

respectively 

With the flight plan created and the mission 

captured, post-processing in DJIAfterFlight was 

performed to corroborate the expected results of the 

flight plan (Figure 3.6). By confirming the desired 

footprint of each image at a single waypoint, the 

Maltese-cross camera configuration can be 

considered viable on a multi-rotor UAV platform. 

Automating the CSV file of the flight plan was 

trivial and can be seen in Appendix H. 

 

 

 

 

 

3.5 Conclusion and Future Work 

This work demonstrates a novel method for simulating the Maltese-cross camera network 

and re-orientation fixed cameras into portrait aboard multi-rotor consumer-grade UAVs through 

manipulation of flight plan CSV files. Missions flown in portrait could improve data acquisition 

for corridor surveys such as along highways or rivers. By developing solutions to allow for more 

Figure 3.5: Standard “lawnmower” flight 

plan pattern created in DJIFlightPlanner. 

Figure 3.6: Image footprints at a single 

waypoint, successfully simulating the 

Maltese-cross. 
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complex flights that are suited for photogrammetry using the DJI Platform, the cost to entry for 

these systems and workflows is lowered without losing quality. DJI UAVs are both cheaper and 

more user-friendly than in-industry alternatives. These qualities allow for quicker turnaround 

times for a more efficient data collection and open the possibility to buy multiple drones at a 

lower cost to improve efficiency. By recreating the Maltese cross camera configuration, it is 

possible to take more photos within a single flight even with the waypoint limits imposed by DJI. 

By demonstrating the use of DJIFlightPlanner and Litchi, a feasible workflow has been made 

available for complex flight planning that allows for quick modification. The creation of these 

complex flight plans introduces the tools needed to create other sophisticated flight plans such as 

automated camera calibration, vertical wall mapping, and other possibilities.  
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Chapter 4 

A Calibration Workflow for Consumer UAV Cameras 

4.1 Abstract 

High-end consumer-grade multi-rotor UAVs have made inroads into the mapping 

industry over the past few years, arguably displacing more expensive purpose-built systems. In 

particular, the DJI Phantom UAV series, marketed primarily for videography, has shown 

considerable promise due to their relatively high-quality cameras. Camera pre-calibration has 

long been a part of the aerial photogrammetric workflow, with calibration certificates being 

provided by operators for every project flown. Today, many aerial missions are processed using 

Structure-from-Motion software, where camera calibrations can be generated “on-the-fly” from 

the same image-set being used for mapping. Performing an auto-calibration of the camera using 

in-situ data can lead to inferior results when compared to a dedicated camera pre-calibration 

mission. Non-calibration missions do not have enough variation in altitude to produce a good 

focal-length solution and do not have cross-strips to improve the estimation of the principal point. 

The creation of an automated and robust aerial camera calibration flight plan that incorporates 

traditional terrestrial calibration techniques allows for pre-camera calibrations to be produced 

with heightened effectiveness. Calibration flight plans can be run on highly textured scenes of 

varying height flight plan mapping missions, significantly improving the estimation of the interior 

orientation parameters and, as a consequence, improve the overall accuracy of the aerial mission. 

This work also notes that the impacts of using the embedded manufacturer camera profiles, which 

correct for distortion automatically, should be considered before performing photogrammetric 

processing. Often these camera profiles are overlooked as they are not made visible to the end-

user in most image conversion software, particularly Adobe CameraRAW. 
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4.2 Introduction 

As the unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) industry continues to mature, sophisticated multi-

rotor UAVs with features hitherto reserved for purpose-built systems are becoming available at 

low price-points and, as a consequence, to a wider range of potential users. In conjunction with 

Structure-from-Motion (SfM) photogrammetry software, the data from these UAVs can produce 

what appears to be a high-quality mapping product with next to no user intervention. Yet this new 

generation of enthusiastic users often do not have a background in photogrammetry or aerial 

photography and are largely ignorant of practices long-established in the aerial mapping industry 

(C. Fraser, 2013). Camera calibration, in particular, has long been the foundation of the 

photogrammetric workflow.  Modern software packages such as Metashape, Pix4D, and Reality 

Capture have the ability to perform an auto-calibration using the same image set as is being used 

for mapping (Hashim et al., 2013; Suh & Choi, 2017). The use of auto-calibrations has led many 

users to overlook and neglect the importance of performing a dedicated, high-quality pre-camera 

calibration. 

 As a consequence, poor estimates of the interior orientation parameters drive the error 

into the external and absolute orientations, thereby diminishing the quality of downstream 

products like DSMs, DEMs, and orthophotos. In many cases, the calibration process of a project 

is not included in the final product (Casella et al., 2017), although this was and still is obligatory 

for commercial aerial mapping projects. Improper estimation of camera internals leads to the so-

called “doming effect” in DEMs created from SfM software that uses camera parameters derived 

from conventional aerial blocks (Wackrow & Chandler, 2011). While novel curving flight-plans 

have been proposed to remedy this “doming” issue, by performing a robust camera pre-

calibration procedure, it is possible to overcome the occurrence of “doming” at the source while 

still using conventional aerial blocks practices.  
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There have been previous attempts to pre-calibrate UAV cameras using a test-field with 

control points (Honkavaara et al., 2006; Pérez et al., 2012), but such a method requires extensive 

and time-consuming control pick-up. Other researchers are calibrating UAV cameras terrestrially 

indoors, again with a large number of control points (Cramer et al., 2017). The proposed 

workflow does not require control points, but instead, uses automated, pre-programmed flights to 

collect imagery suitable for camera calibration. This method needs only a highly textured scene 

with good variation in height, the flight plans require a maximum of 30 waypoints and can be 

flown in the field in about 15 minutes or less.   

Terrestrial camera calibration procedures are well documented and have been extensively 

published (Cramer et al., 2017; Luhmann et al., 2016). The inverse-pyramid configuration of the 

camera station is frequently used. At each station, images are captured at multiple rotations — 0°,  

90°, 180°, and 270° — about the x-axis to ensure through a standard procedure that matching 

points are observed through all parts of the lens, something that significantly improves the 

accuracy of the principal point (Xp, Yp). Although terrestrial calibration procedures have been 

used with DJI UAVs, they are performed indoors with a large number of control points, 

conditions that cannot easily be matched in the field (Cramer et al., 2017).   

A significant source of systematic error in camera calibration of consumer UAVs occurs 

when geometric distortion models are imposed on in-camera JPEGs or are embedded in the RAW 

image files. The distortion is then propagated to the final JPEG or TIFF image format during the 

conversion of RAW image files. These geometric distortion corrections are generalized for the 

lens and camera combination and cannot take into account the manufacturing variances that are 

obtained between different instances of the camera model. As a consequence, if imagery is used 

that has such a geometric calibration applied, photogrammetry software will almost certainly 

misestimate and usually significantly underestimate the real interior parameters. These geometric 

corrections are frequently not apparent to many end-users who even insist on the use of RAW 
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imagery as the basis of photogrammetric processing. For instance, Adobe CameraRAW often 

used to convert RAW images to JPEG format, will apply the manufacturer's geometric correction 

and give the user no option to do otherwise. Therefore, the foundation of the proposed calibration 

procedure will be a workflow to recover the original images with no geometric corrections 

applied.  

4.3 Methods and Materials 

The camera used for the study, the FC6310, is built into the DJI Phantom 4 Pro UAV and 

held by a brushless gimbal. The photographic parameters are given in Table 4.1 below.  

Table 4.1: Camera specifications & capture settings of DJI Phantom 4 Pro.  

Model FC6310 

Focal Length (mm) 8.8 Aperture Priority F-stop f/2.8 

Sensor Size (mm) 13.21 x 8.8 Exposure Time Range (sec) 1/320 - 1/2000 

Resolution (pixel) 5464 x 3640 ISO 100 

Aspect Ratio 3:2 Exposure Bias -0.3 

The methodology of this study to calibrate this camera largely follows the same 

workflow as existing terrestrial and aerial camera calibrations projects (Luhmann et al., 2016; 

Yusoff et al., 2017) while attempting to automate and refine the calibration flight plan. The goal 

for developing a camera pre-calibration custom flight sequence that is to be able to replicate the 

best indoor lab results in the field while being automated and repeatable.  

4.3.1 Site Location and Scene Selection 

Many of the image sets captured for this work were taken of excavated archaeological 

structures at the National Institution Stobi in the Republic of North Macedonia, particularly the 

so-called “Building with Arches,” in December of 2018 and February of 2019. Additional image-

sets with control points were taken from the summer 2018 excavation season of a structure 

adjacent to the so-called “Theodosian Palace.” Small image sets were also taken of limestone 

campus buildings at Queen’s University, Canada. When selecting a scene for aerial camera 
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calibration, the same principles applied to terrestrial scenes selection were used: 1) significant 

variations in-depth in the scene, and 2) extensive texture across the scene that fills the field of 

view. The former improves the estimation of the focal length (Remondino & Fraser, 2006), the 

latter ensures that matching points are distributed evenly across each image so that points can be 

compared across every part of the lens during the bundle adjustment. The “Building with Arches” 

at Stobi meets all of these criteria in that its partial walls vary in over 5m in places, and the entire 

structure is comprised of highly textured stone or brick. 

4.3.2 Flight Plan Creation 

As earlier studies have noted, image sequences for calibration should follow quite 

different principles than conventional aerial blocks used for mapping. The sequence should cover 

only a small area, image overlap should be relatively high, the same area should be seen with 

several camera rotations, and images should be captured from several different heights (Cramer et 

al., 2017). The addition of oblique imagery can also significantly improve the accuracy of the 

calibration by increasing the base-to-distance ratio of points observed by converging cameras  

(Haala & Cavegn, 2016). Though these principles are well established in the published literature 

(Balletti et al., 2014; Jones, 1982; Remondino & Fraser, 2006), they have not been implemented 

in an automated flight plan to date. 

4.3.3 Flight Planning Software 

The creation of these complex flight plans is not a trivial task. Most 

photogrammetric/survey flight planning software only allows for the creation of aerial blocks at a 

constant height. Commercial flight planning software for videography does allow for more 

freedom and control of the UAVs position and pose but is lacking in the ability to create a flight 

plan based on photogrammetric parameters such as forward/side image overlap and image 

footprint. DJIFlightPlanner(Sept 2018 build) is a third-party flight planning software specifically 

for DJI UAVs that is designed with surveying in mind. The basic camera specifications for all 
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DJI UAVs are included in the software (focal length, sensor size, etc.), so as to allow users to 

simply specify a boundary, flying height, and desired overlap to generate a flight plan. 

DJIFlightPLanner has two modes for image capturing during missions, time-based and position-

based. Time-based capture sets a time interval for images to be captured while the UAV is in 

constant flight following the flight plan. Position-based capture creates waypoints based on given 

flight parameters where the UAV will come to a standstill before capturing an image, negating 

the issues caused by lateral movement during capture. 

When the flight plan is complete, DJIFlightPlanner generates a simple CSV file 

containing all flight and camera data to the UAV needs to fly the mission to be executed. Many 

software packages read in the CSV to the UAV via a linked mobile application. The Litchi 

mobile app, available for Android or iOS, is used for testing due to familiarity with the 

application and ease of use. Litchi is ideal for modifying flight plans as it has a simplistic 

interface for adding actions at waypoints such as tilting the camera or altering the look direction 

of the UAV. Further, actions can be added to the original CSV file created by DJIFlightPlanner 

directly using Excel then loaded into LitchI. With the ability to modify CSV files directly, 

scripting can be used to modify the CSV file to reorient the UAVs look direction or angle, alter 

flight height, and allow for the possibility of adding repeatable flights to a single mission 

(Chapter 3). 

4.3.4 Flight Plans 

Five flight plans were created (Table 4.2), and each flown separately to create five 

independent camera calibrations that could be compared. All flight plans take images at three 

heights above the terrain: 18 m, 23 m, and 27 m. At each waypoint, the camera captured three 

images, one image in landscape and two images in portrait ±90° relative to the direction of flight. 

The first flight plan (M1 in Table 4.2) is a re-creation of a typical terrestrial camera 

calibration model as outlined in the 3DM Analysts User Guide. The three image tiers form an 
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inverse pyramid with a single strip at 18 m, two at 23 m, and three strips at 27 m (Figure 4.5). 

The strips have a high forward overlap of 80%, and as a result, the flight contains 90 images in 

total. Four additional oblique images were taken at -45° to nadir in the corners of the rectangular 

flight area at 27 m to improve the overall robustness of the calibration.  

The following two flight plans (M2, M3 in Table 4.2) do not use the inverse pyramid 

configuration and instead use three full aerial blocks at the same three altitudes. In each of the 

aerial blocks, landscape and two portrait images were taken at each waypoint along with four 

oblique images at the corners. The only difference between these two plans is the overlap: M2 

had 60% forward and 40% side overlap, and M3 a forward overlap of 80% and 40% side-lap. The 

final two flight plans (M4, M5 in Table 4.2) repeat the same procedure as the previous two 

missions except with an increased forward and side overlap of 80% and 90%, respectively.  

Table 4.2: Flight plan parameters for all missions. Flight plan parameters; L – Landscape, 

P1 – Portrait -90° rotation from landscape, P2 – Portrait +90° rotation from landscape. 

Overlap percentages are denoted as forward and side lap, respectively 

 

 Name Flying Heights (m) Orientations Overlap (%) Image Count 

M1 Terrestrial 18, 23, 27 L, P1, P2 80 x - 94 

M2 Proposed A 18, 23, 27 L, P1, P2 60 x 40 58 

M3 Proposed B 18, 23, 27 L, P1, P2 80 x 40 94 

M4 90+ A 18, 23, 27 L, P1, P2 80 x 80 217 

M5 90+ B 18, 23, 27 L, P1, P2 90 x 90 271 

4.3.5 Post Processing and Calibration 

This research uses two separate photogrammetric software packages. First, CalibCam 

(version 2.5.0 build 1776), produced by ADAM Technology of Perth, Australia, is used for 

evaluating calibration accuracy. CalibCam provides reliable reporting of calibration parameters, a 

correlation matrix, and the accuracy to which individual parameters have been solved. The 

second package, PhotoScan/Metashape (version 1.5.2), is used as an example of the common 

SfM approach to calibration where the interior orientation is usually not held fixed before the 

bundle adjustment. Metashape has been used extensively in archaeology for documentation at the 

Stobi archeological site. Several flight plans from July of 2018, with ten control points each, were 
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processed in Metashape with pre-calibration according to our method, as well with the standard 

auto-calibration procedure where the image set being processed were used for the solving of 

camera internals. Captured control points for these missions have an accuracy of 3 mm.  

Adobe CameraRAW (version 11.1) and RawTherapee (version 5.5) were used for image 

conversion from the DNG (“Digital Negative”) files produced by the UAV. While the geometric 

correction embedded in the metadata could not be deactivated in CameraRAW, RawTherapee 

allows the user to disable this correction. 

4.4 Results and Analysis 

Firstly, a demonstration that the automatically applied geometric correction applied to the 

images from the Phantom 4 Pro has a significant impact on the overall calibration. By using 

RawTherapee, it is possible to avoid these geometric corrections and recover the images as shot, 

as well as a true solution for the lens distortion of the camera.   

The accuracy of the flight plans described above is established in CalibCam by 

generation matching points by Normalized Cross-Correlation Least Squares Matching, followed 

by a bundle adjustment to solve for the interior orientation parameters: Focal Length (C), 

Principal Point Offset (Xp, Yp), Radial Distortion (K1, K2, K3), Decentering Distortion (P1, P2) 

and the Pixel Scaling Factors (B1, B2). The sigma expressed in pixels in the bundle adjustment 

report for each of these parameters is then compared between the flight plans. Sigma represents 

the variance of the quality of the points within the dense point cloud used to model the internal 

camera parameters. Sigma is calculated by observing the Relative-Only (RO) points identified by 

the software. RO points are unique points within the scene that has been observed by at least three 

separate images.  Generally, P1, P2, B1, and B2 were not compared as these parameters were 

almost always solved with low variance, regardless of the flight plan. Instead, the focal length and 

principal point showed the most variation and were reported below, along with the three radial 

distortion parameters. 
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4.4.1 Image Conversion using Adobe and RawTherapee 

When using Adobe CameraRAW for converting DNG images to JPEG for post-

processing, DJI embeds a lens profile that forces a geometric correction on the JPEG. 

RawTherapee has the ability to deactivate the use of this geometric lens correction, maintaining 

the original image. Imagery captured at Queen’s University of the vertical façade of campus 

building shown in Figure 4.1 demonstrates the effect of the distortion correction. While the image 

dimensions in pixels of the two images are the same, one noticed extensive cropping and 

stretching to compensate for lens distortion when the geometric correction is applied in Adobe 

CameraRAW. While this corrected image is more visually appealing, it is inappropriate for 

photogrammetric processing.  

       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2: Interior Orientation correction visual in Adobe (left)  and RawTherapee (right) 

of lens and sensor distortion (blue to red represents the increasing magnitude of distortion).  

Table 4.3: Distortion statistics for illustrating the model's ability to represent distortion. 

 Distortion Range (pixels) RMS (pixels) 

Adobe 0.0 – 13.79 5.38 

RawTherapee 0.0 – 528.36 178.44 

Figure 4.1: Visual comparison of DNG images, when converted to JPEG with the 

manufacturer-supplied geometric correction imposed in Adobe (left), and with no geometric 

correction applied using RawTherapee (right). Red circles highlight areas of cropping and 

warping. 
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Assessing the abilities of RawTherapee is performed using M1 data collected in 

Macedonia to demonstrate better the ability to model all areas of the sensor. When we compare a 

visualization of the interior orientation correction generated from the image sets (Figure 4.2) with 

and without the geometric correction applied alongside the distortion statistics (Table 4.3), the 

issue of using DJI geometric correction becomes apparent. Although the visualization of the 

interior orientation appears normal, the RMSE of the applied correction is extremely high 

compared to the interior orientation when no correction is applied. This suggests that the 

geometric correction is attempting to visually correct the image by introducing complex distortion 

to re-project the image. The Browns Thick Lens model used by CalibCam to model the internal 

parameters of the camera is incapable of accounting for complex distortion, as denoted by the 

high RMSE. This suggests that using Adobe for image conversion that applies DJIs geometric 

correction is not ideal and using Rawtherapee might be a more suitable image conversion method 

for preserving the original image.  

Although using Rawthapee for image conversion can prevent geometric corrections from 

being applied, it introduces the problem of vignetting on the outside corners of the images. 

Manual vignetting correction is applied in RawTherapee to remove this effect. This sort of 

vignetting correction should only modify the brightness values of pixels and not impose any 

geometric correction. In order to verify that the vignetting correction did not impact any interior 

orientation parameters, calibration with and without vignetting correction is compared. Figure 4.3 

shows that vignetting correction did not impact the distribution of matching points across the 

lens/sensor. Table 4.4 shows that the solutions for Focal Length and Principal Point showed no 

significant differences whether or not vignetting correction is applied.  
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Table 4.4: Interior Orientation Results. Lower is better for Sigma values. 

 Vignetting Correction No Vignetting Correction 

 Final Value (mm) Sigma (Pixels) Final Value (mm) Sigma (Pixels) 

C 8.850 0.046 8.850 0.026 

Xp 4.979e-02 0.015 4.972e-02 0.010 

Yp -4.474e-02 0.012 -4.454e-02 0.009 

Although using RawTherapee appears to be an ideal alternative for preserving the 

original image captured by DJI UAVs, Figure 4.3 visualizing the number of RO points found at 

each location on the image sensor reveals a significant issue with this method. RO points are 

points within the scene that are observed across at least three separate images and are used to 

solve for the cameras internal parameters. At the fringes of the sensor, RO points are failing to be 

identified suggesting that the residuals of the RO points identified at the corners of the sensor are 

so high that they are being considered blundered (Metashape considers points blundered if their 

sigma values are 3 standard deviations away from the mean) and have been removed. The failure 

to acquire RO points at the edges of the sensor further indicates the complex distortion found 

within the onboard camera that DJI attempts correct with its applied geometric correction. To 

confirm that complex distortion is being found in images that did not use DJIs geometric 

correction, images were processed from DNG to JPEG in Adobe then processed in CalibCam. 

Figure 4.3: RO point density visualization with vignetting correction (left) and without 

vignetting correction (right). Increase in relative only points provide the model more 

information to use to model the internal parameters of the camera. Legend denotes number 

of RO points at each point on the sensor. 
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Figure 4.4 shows that when DJIs geometric correction is applied to the imagery, RO points are 

identifiable across the entirety of the sensor, indicating the geometric correction is mitigating the 

effects of the complex distortion inherent within the cameras lens.  

The complex distortion found within the Phantom 4 Pro camera introduces the question 

as to whether it is better to use the RAW image without DJI's applied geometric correction or if 

the imposed geometric correction should be accepted and used. To overcome the complex 

distortion occurring in images processed without the applied geometric correction, a solution 

could be to crop the image to only include areas where sufficient RO points are identified, 

requiring increased image overlap. Alternatively, having a sufficient overlap between images may 

negate the need to crop the image. To explore 

this, in addition to assessing ground control point 

accuracies using pre-calibration and auto-

calibration methods with images processed in 

RawTherapee, images will also be processed in 

Adobe and compared. These four missions will be 

compared to understand the impact on GCP 

accuracies when images are processed in Adobe 

and RawTherapee. 

 

4.4.2 Camera Calibration Assessment 

Missions M4 and M5, which each consisted of over 200 images, were used to 

demonstrate that calibration accuracy showed greatly diminishing returns after 90 images, as seen 

in Figure 4.5. For both M4 and M5, increasing the number of images taken is found to be not 

necessary to produce a satisfactory calibration with an accuracy of below 0.3 pixels for all 

important parameters. Instead, as flight plans M1 to M3 show, the configuration of the images is 

Figure 4.4: RO point density visualization 

of sensor with DJIs geometric correction 

applied. RO points are successfully 

identified at the fringes of the camera 

sensor. Legend denotes number of RO 

points at each point on the sensor. 
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far more important to calibration accuracy than sheer numbers. They will show that the number of 

images required in a calibration flight-plan can be as low as 20, thereby saving large amounts of 

flying and processing time. 

 

Figure 4.5: Interior Orientation Results for M4 (green) and M5 (red) as additional images 

are continually added in an attempt to further improve orientation parameters. 

M1, which used the terrestrial inverse pyramid calibration structure (Figure 4.6), showed 

the importance of adding rotated images for the accurate solution of focal length and principal 

point (Table 4.5). In agreement with earlier published literature, the addition of oblique images 

improved the estimation of focal length by an order of magnitude. While the accuracy of the 

principal point is nearly doubled with the use of rotated images, the addition of oblique images 

had a negligible impact on these parameters.  

Figure 4.6: Camera Inverse Pyramid Camera Structure (left) and proposed camera 

networks for Mission 2 and 3. Mission 3 used increased overlap(right). 
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Table 4.5: Sigma statistics for M1: L – landscape, P – portrait  -90°, PP – portrait ±90°, O – 

Oblique. C – focal length, Xp and Yp – principal point, K1, K2, K3 – radial distortion 

parameters. Lower is better for Sigma values.   

 C Cσ Xpσ Ypσ K1σ K2σ K3σ 

L 8.873 0.764 0.047 0.040 0.130 0.230 0.254 

LP 8.862 0.385 0.031 0.026 0.091 0.159 0.15 

LPP 8.854 0.285 0.024 0.020 0.074 0.130 0.085 

LPPO 8.850 0.070 0.024 0.020 0.061 0.128 0.084 

 

M2 and M3 consisted of images taken at three altitudes, with multiple images being 

captured at each waypoint with different rotations with respect to the direction of travel along 

with four oblique images per-mission (Figure 4.6). These missions had more images than M1, but 

they were much easier to plan than the inverse pyramid structure. The increased number of 

images in both missions led to an improvement, usually two-fold, in the accuracy of the radial 

distortion parameters. The same influence of image rotations and oblique images were also 

observed on principal point, and focal length estimates (Table 4.6).  

Table 4.6: Sigma statistics for aerial missions 2 and 3 When comparing the addition of 

additional lights with images taken at different look directions. M2 – Proposed A, M3 – 

Proposed B. C – focal length, Xp and Yp – principal point, K1, K2, K3 – radial distortion 

parameters. Lower is better for Sigma values. Lower is better for Sigma values. 

  C Cσ Xpσ Ypσ K1σ K2σ K3σ 

M2 L 8.869 0.297 0.029 0.022 0.055 0.101 0.074 

LP 8.872 0.209 0.014 0.014 0.037 0.066 0.045 

LPP 8.860 0.120 0.009 0.009 0.030 0.055 0.038 

LPPO 8.850 0.026 0.009 0.008 0.025 0.054 0.037 

M3 L 8.841 1.092 0.277 0.207 0.816 1.541 1.132 

LP 8.859 0.091 0.009 0.008 0.024 0.040 0.026 

LPP 8.853 0.095 0.009 0.007 0.030 0.050 0.030 

LPPO 8.849 0.024 0.008 0.007 0.025 0.049 0.030 

 

A question remained. Were three flying-heights really necessary for a good interior 

orientation, or could the variation in the height in the scene offer sufficient variation for good 

focal-length estimates? By reducing the number of heights, we could further reduce the number 

of images required. Table 4.7 demonstrates the effect of height on the accuracy of the interior 

orientation parameters. Varying single flight heights were also examined, as well as three 
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combinations of two heights in Table 4.7. These results show that provided the scene used for 

calibration has considerable variation in height, there is no impact on Focal Length estimations 

when flying at only one height. The slight improvements on the other parameters with the use of 

two heights as opposed to one are likely due only to the increased number of images being used.  

Table 4.7: Sigma statistics for proposed aerial missions when comparing flying heights(m). 

C – focal length, Xp and Yp – principal point, K1, K2, K3 – radial distortion parameters. 

Lower is better for Sigma values. Lower is better for Sigma values.  

 LPPO C Cσ Xpσ Ypσ K1σ K2σ K3σ 

M2 

18 8.849 0.032 0.019 0.017 0.048 0.105 0.071 

23 8.850 0.029 0.015 0.014 0.041 0.095 0.067 

27 8.850 0.027 0.013 0.013 0.039 0.103 0.085 

18 & 23 8.850 0.028 0.011 0.010 0.031 0.067 0.045 

18 & 27 8.850 0.026 0.011 0.010 0.029 0.064 0.045 

23 & 27 8.850 0.025 0.010 0.009 0.028 0.064 0.047 

M3 

18 8.849 0.030 0.016 0.013 0.050 0.099 0.059 

23 8.849 0.028 0.014 0.012 0.042 0.086 0.053 

27 8.849 0.024 0.012 0.010 0.034 0.071 0.045 

18 & 23 8.849 0.026 0.011 0.009 0.034 0.066 0.040 

18 & 27 8.849 0.023 0.010 0.008 0.029 0.057 0.035 

23 & 27 8.849 0.024 0.009 0.008 0.028 0.056 0.035 
 

If only a single height is used, then the number of images can be reduced to under 40. 

Image overlap remains the next variable that can be adjusted. If overlap can be reduced, then even 

fewer images can be used to calibrate the camera. M3 is used as the basis for this analysis. Only 

the images captured at 23 m were used, as well as the four oblique images captured at the same 

height. Table 4.8 shows the effect of disabling either every fourth image or every second image. 

This operation requires some clarification. The images were divided into four groups: Landscape, 

90-degree rotation, 270-degree rotation, and oblique images. The disabling of every second or 

every fourth image is applied to each group. The effect of this is to disable every second or every 

fourth combination of images taken at a particular waypoint. Because only four oblique images 

were collected, and their value is clearly demonstrated, none of these images are disabled. 
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Table 4.8: Sigma statistics for proposed aerial mission A (M3) comparing the removal of 

every 2nd and 4th with oblique imagery at 27 m. Lower is better for Sigma values.  Lower is 

better for Sigma values. 

 C Cσ Xpσ Ypσ K1σ K2σ K3σ 

All Images 8.849 0.028 0.014 0.012 0.042 0.086 0.053 

4th Disabled 8.849 0.028 0.016 0.014 0.049 0.103 0.066 

2nd Disabled 8.849 0.030 0.020 0.017 0.060 0.128 0.083 

Disabling images, whether every fourth or every second, had a negligible impact on 

calibration accuracy. If every second image in each group can be disabled with no ill-effects, then 

the calibration image-set can now be reduced to as few as 20 images overall by planning forward 

overlap as 60%. 

4.4.3 In-Situ use of Calibration Model and Control Network Check 

Within Metashape, a camera calibration was produced using an aerial camera calibration 

mission block that included oblique images and rotations. Two image sets from the same flight 

plan with 10 control points and 9 control points respectively were processed in PhotoScan, first 

using the pre-calibrated camera, and the second time using auto-calibration. The effect of 

calibration on the control point residuals is then compared (Figure 4.7). While not all residuals 

were improved using the pre-calibrated camera, overall, the overall RMS error on the control 

points is reduced with the use of a properly calibrated camera. In particular, and as expected, the 

height accuracy always significantly improved when a calibration with an accurate focal length is 

Figure 4.7: Error residuals for ground control points of two independent missions flown 

over the same scene on different days, July 13, 2018 (left), and July 16, 2018 (right), pre-

processed in RawTherapee. Lower is better for residual values. 
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used. This fact has long been understood in the aerial mapping community, but to date does not 

appear to be a lesson that operators of consumer UAVs and SfM software have taken to heart. 

RawTherapee vs Adobe pre-processing 

Using the same source image sets and ground control points in section 4.4.3, an 

assessment of the GCP accuracy is made when comparing pre-calibration vs auto-calibration. All 

image sets (July 13, July 16, and pre-calibration image set) we pre-processed from DNG format 

in Adobe to JPG. GCP residuals for each mission can be seen in Figure 4.8.  

When comparing the GCP errors within separate missions using an auto-calibration and 

pre-calibration, the hypothesis that performing a pre-calibration is further corroborated. When 

comparing the GCP error between images processed in RawTherapee and Adobe, although the 

error fluctuates between each GCP, the overall total error for GCP is almost equal for both data 

sets. This suggests that although there is a geometric transformation applied to the images 

processed by Adobe, the software used (in this case, Metashape) is able to account and correctly 

model the transformation during triangulation.  

Figure 4.8: Error residuals for ground control points of two independent missions flown 

over the same scene on different days, July 13, 2018 (left), and July 16, 2018 (right), pre-

processed in Adobe. Lower is better for residual values. 

4.5 Conclusion and Future Work 

Consumer-grade multi-rotor UAVs offer real advantages in photogrammetric mapping. 

The economies of scale in their production have reduced their cost, flexible and inexpensive 
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flight planning software is now available, and, as demonstrated, their cameras can be calibrated to 

a satisfactory level of accuracy if some care is taken. The benefits must, however, be considered 

against the drawback of having an onboard lens that introduces complex distortion.  

The first step is to be aware that the manufacturer is applying a uniform geometric 

correction on images from DJI sensors to account for complex distortion. Is it better to accept the 

geometric correction provided and continue the photogrammetric workflow with this caveat in 

mind or to ensure it is not imposed on the images during pre-processing? The acceptance of the 

geometric correction may be a satisfactory solution in the short term. If DJI UAVs are to continue 

to be used for photogrammetric surveying future work should look to further understand how the 

geometric correction impacts the overall quality of the project to determine if the current solution 

is acceptable. 

The second step to ensuring consumer-grade UAVs remain viable solutions for 

photogrammetric processing is to create custom calibration flight-plans that leverage well-

understood calibration practices published over the past decades. As has demonstrated, as few as 

20 images taken over a scene of varying texture and height is sufficient to generate a satisfactory 

camera calibration. This is cost-effective and efficient solution that could potentially resolve 

many of the systematic errors like “doming,” almost certainly due to miss-estimation of the 

interior orientation parameters, without resorting to non-standard curving flight-plans. The aerial 

block structure, long employed for mapping missions using piloted aircraft, can still be used for 

UAVs provided pre-calibration of the cameras is regularly done. As we have shown, this need not 

be a time-consuming burden on UAV operators. The use of an automated and robust aerial 

camera calibration workflow can help further standardization with aerial surveying using multi-

rotor UAVs. With the ability to create complex flight plans, further improvement and 

experimentation can be performed to further develop aerial flight plans specific for camera 

calibration. 
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Chapter 5 

Simulating the Maltese-Cross Camera Configuration using Multi-Rotor 

Consumer Grade UAVs 

5.1 Abstract 

As new technological advancements continue to improve the capabilities of multi-rotor 

unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), aerial surveying using consumer-grade platforms has become 

a viable and accessible solution. Although there has been continual development for hardware 

and software to better the physical act of performing an aerial survey, methodologies and support 

software (both pre and post-processing) are still exploring new ways to take advantage of the 

improvements. The Maltese-cross camera configuration consists of five cameras mounted in a 

single housing to simultaneously take four oblique images and one nadir image. As Maltese-cross 

camera networks are large and heavy, they are traditionally mounted to either piloted aircraft or 

expensive, purpose-built UAVs. consumer-grade multi-rotor UAVs have the capability to 

simulate the Maltese-cross using a single camera with the implementation of complex flight plans 

capable of capturing multiple images at a single waypoint. Being able to simulate the Maltese-

cross to capture the vertical facade of objects and terrain at low altitudes improves the accuracy 

and triangulation of a surfaces constructed point cloud and resulting 3D mesh. As orthorectified 

images are built using the 3D mesh, an improved mesh results in an improved orthorectified 

image. The ability to simulate the Maltese-cross on consumer-grade multi-rotor UAVs provides 

an affordable option for vertical facade acquisition. A simulated Maltese-cross has the additional 

possibility of improving the orthorectification of highly vegetated terrain caused by the better 

vertical pickup of vegetation and is explored within this work. 
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5.2 Introduction 

Aerial photogrammetry and surveying have been used for decades going back to WWI 

(Collier, 2018), with many industries taking advantage of these technologies today (Aicardi, 

Dabove, et al., 2016; Leon et al., 2015; Saleri et al., 2013). Traditionally aerial photogrammetry 

was performed using a fixed-wing piloted aircraft. As technology has improved, unmanned aerial 

vehicles (UAVs) were developed. Initially, mainly fixed-wing UAVs were used in industry. 

Within the past decade, multi-rotor vertical takeoff and landing (VTOL) UAVs have developed to 

the point of not only being viable options for industry but producing consumer-grade UAVs that 

are capable of providing quality photogrammetric results at low cost. The increased accessibility 

has led to an increase in low-altitude aerial photogrammetry and surveying that is not possible for 

fixed-wing aircraft, manned or otherwise.  This increase in use has led to an expansion of possible 

use-cases (Rinaudo et al., 2012; Xiangfeng Liu et al., 2012) and even capturing techniques 

(Themistocleous et al., 2015). With the ability to plan automated flight paths for UAVs, an 

opportunity exists to further leverage the abilities of UAVs to make increasingly complex flight 

plans that have not yet been fully explored. Most flight plan software packages only allow for the 

classic “lawn-mower/serpentine” style flight plans despite multi-rotor UAVs being capable of 

performing much more complex missions. Additionally, software packages have the ability to 

allow for multiple flying heights within a single mission to get improved depth accuracy but are 

not being taken advantage of or are hidden from the user. There is often a restriction on the 

number of waypoints allowed within a single mission for security issues, which is locked by 

either the flight planning software or the UAV manufacturer itself.  This restriction makes it 

imperative to get the most out of each waypoint to make a flight as efficient as possible to help 

reduce the turnaround time for projects which has become a burden within photogrammetry. One 

of the biggest advantages multi-rotor UAVs have that has not been fully embraced is the ability to 

hover in place and rotate the horizontal orientation of the camera or even the UAV itself. This 
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rotation allows for a mission to be flown in portrait which has many benefits (Birch, 2012). The 

ability to rotate in place and adjust the camera gimbal allows for oblique photos taken from 

multiple horizontal orientation. With these features applied in conjunction with software packages 

that allow UAVs to perform multiple actions at a single waypoint it is possible to simulate the 

Maltese-cross camera configuration, something that users currently are not capable of performing 

using consumer-grade platforms (Aicardi, Chiabrando, et al., 2016).  

The Maltese-cross camera configuration requires four to five cameras mounted on a 

single platform, something that has traditionally only been performed on fixed-wing aircraft 

(Haala & Cavegn, 2016) or specialized UAVs (Grenzdörffer et al., 2012). The Maltese-cross has 

four cameras oriented at oblique angles, each offset 90 degrees from one another when fixed to 

the UAV. Optionally, a single camera is also included in the configuration to capture a nadir 

image. Simulating the Maltese-cross using consumer-grade multi-rotor UAVs both improves 

accessibility to this powerful camera network and introduces new flight options for smaller and 

more user-friendly UAVs.  The oblique images have the potential to greatly improve the 

generation of point clouds, resulting in an improved 3D mesh (Dahlke et al., 2015). With an 

improved mesh, it is possible to create a more accurate 3D reconstruction of the captured area as 

well as create a more reliable and accurate orthorectified image as it is reconstructed using the 3D 

wireframe and dense point cloud (Remondino et al., 2012).  Capturing of imagery at oblique 

angles assists with the texture recreation of the vertical facades of objects and buildings, helping 

to prevent the melting appearance of textures when only nadir images are used. This work 

assesses the capabilities of simulating the Maltese-cross using a DJI phantom series UAV flying 

at low altitude in a cultural heritage archeological site. 

Simulation of the Maltese-cross using consumer-grade UAV’s has several criteria that 

must be met in order to be considered a viable and practical alternative to using a dedicated 

Maltese-cross camera network (Figure 5.1).  The creation of a modified CSV flight plan capable 
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of simulating the Maltese-cross has already been demonstrated in previous work (Section 3.4.2). 

This work demonstrates a novel workflow for simulating the Maltese-cross camera network while 

addressing the limitations of consumer-grade multi-rotor UAV battery limitations. Further, this 

work assesses the capabilities of improving the orthorectification of highly vegetated areas using 

the simulated Maltese-cross camera network. 

5.2.1 Battery Constraints 

DJI imposes a 100 waypoint limit on all its UAVs making it possible to capture 500 

images in a single mission while simulating the Maltese-cross. Although it is possible to create a 

flight plan to fulfill a 100 waypoint mission, hovering at a single location is an energy-intensive 

operation that hinders the available flight time of a multi-rotor UAV. If a UAV is unable to fly a 

100 waypoint Maltese-cross mission on a single battery, it is possible to break the missions into 

multiple flights that capture portions of the full project. This can be achieved through a variety of 

different flight plan methods. A full mission can be broken up into several flights, each covering a 

subset of the waypoints, capturing five images per waypoint. Alternatively, five missions could 

be made with each mission covering a specific look angle of the Maltese-cross and completing a 

full pass of all waypoints. A combination of these two methods can also be used. Providing 

Figure 5.1: Outline of goals for demonstrating the simulation of the Maltese-cross as a practical 

solution. 
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evidence that the breaking of a mission into several flights does not impact the overall quality of 

the produced DSM and orthophoto is demonstrated to validate the simulating of the Maltese-cross 

as a practical data acquisition method.    

5.2.2 Orthophoto of Highly Vegetated Areas 

Orthorectified images of vegetation at high altitudes are routinely used in GIS for 

multiple use-cases (Van Iersel et al., 2018; Verhoeven & Vermeulen, 2016). Creating an 

orthorectified image at lower altitudes to improve the GSD, allowing for concentrated surveying 

of smaller regions, is possibly achievable using the proposed technique of simulating the Maltese-

cross. The capture of vertical growth of vegetation such as bushes and trees has the potential to 

increase the accuracy of tree crowns and achieve a more accurate orthorectified image. Currently, 

quality solutions for modelling tress only occur when there is no vegetation present during cooler 

seasons (Scher et al., 2019).  

5.3 Methods 

Both the DJI Phantom 4 Pro and Phantom 3 series UAVs are used based on their 

availability at the survey site. See the following tables (Table 5.1 and 5.2) for camera parameters. 

Table 5.1: Camera specification for DJI Phantom 4 Pro. 

Model FC6310 

Focal Length (mm) 8.8 Aperture Priority F-stop f/2.8 

Sensor Size (mm) 13.21 x 8.8 Exposure Time Range (sec) 1/320 - 1/2000 

Resolution (pixel) 5464 x 3640 ISO 100 

Aspect Ratio 3:2 Exposure Bias -0.3 

Table 5.2: Camera specification for DJI Phantom 3. 

Model FC300X 

Focal Length (mm) 3.61 Aperture Priority F-stop f/2.8 

Sensor Size (mm) 6.17 x 4.55 Exposure Time Range (sec) 1/100 - 1/1600 

Resolution (pixel) 4000 x 3000 ISO -100 

Aspect Ratio 4:3 Exposure Bias -0.7 
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5.3.1 Scene Selection 

Two separate sites are used to assess the capabilities of the simulated Maltese-cross based 

on the criteria of the specific mission goals. To assess the capabilities of the simulating Maltese-

cross and any possible limitations caused by multiple flights needed due to battery constraints an 

archeological site is used. The Stobi Archeological site in Gadsko, Macedonia, contains many 

archeological foundations of ancient Roman buildings. Many of these foundations have been 

excavated, resulting in areas that are below grade. Areas on the site are typically surveyed with a 

Phantom 4 Pro at low altitude (6 m) capturing images at nadir with additional terrestrial obliques 

being taken.  The ability to take oblique images aerially without having to terrestrial disrupt the 

site makes this area a great use-case and test scenario. Additionally, the archeological site can act 

as a scale model of capturing vertical facades of urban areas. 

To assess whether oblique imagery captured from the simulated Maltese-cross has the 

ability to improve the orthorectification of vegetation at low altitude, a local park near Queen’s 

University Kingston, Canada, is used. The park is an ideal study site it contained a combination 

of both rigid structures for verification as well as a mix of vegetation at different strata.  

5.3.2 Flight Plan Creation 

All missions that are created to simulate the Maltese-cross follow the same workflow and 

flight plan outline. A combination of DJIFlightPlanner and the Litchi mission application are 

used. As this work uses DJI Phantom series consumer-grade UAV platforms, DJIFlightPlanner is 

used for mission planning as it is tailored specifically for DJI manufactured UAVs. The Litchi 

mission mobile and desktop applications are used as an intermediate between the flight plan in 

DJIFlightPlanner and the UAV by converting the flight plan into a readable CSV to be loaded to 

the UAV. Litchi allows for multiple actions such as rotating the gimbal, rotating the UAV in 

place and capture an image to take place at a waypoint. These features are the tools used to 

simulate the Maltese-cross at each waypoint. See Appendix A for a full breakdown of the 
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workflow used to simulate the Maltese-cross. Table 5.3 displays the actions performed at each 

waypoint.  The outlined action list is manually added to all created flight plans, however, 

automation of this process is trivial to implement upon proof of concept.  

Table 5.3: Instruction breakdown to simulate the Maltese-cross using a single camera. 

Nadir Image Oblique 1 Oblique 2 Oblique 3 Oblique 4 

Tilt 

Camera 

- 90° 

Take 

Photo 

Tilt 

Camera 

- 45° 

Take 

Photo 

Rotate 

Camera 

90° 

Take 

Photo 

Rotate 

Camera 

90° 

Take 

Photo 

Rotate 

Camera 

90° 

Take 

Photo 

5.3.3 Flight Plan for Vertical Facade Acquisition at Low Altitude  

Due to the foundations of the archeological buildings attempting to be captured being 

below grade, a low flying height is used to allow for oblique imagery to achieve an adequate look 

angle. Additionally, a high GSD is needed as researchers at the site hope to use the created 3D 

models to allow for remote drawing and drafting of the area instead of in-situ on the ground 

drawing, which can potentially damage the site. The flight plan created follows the standard flight 

plan practices used at the site regarding image overlap and vertical facade with the main addition 

being oblique imagery being captured aerially instead of terrestrially.  Multiple missions were 

flown over different areas at the Stobi Archeological site.  The first area surveyed is locally 

referred to as “Building A.” The second mission area surveyed is referred to as the Theodosian 

Hall. The following table (Table 5.4) illustrates the flight plan parameters for both missions.  

Table 5.4: Flight plan parameters used for Maltese-cross simulation missions. 

Building A Flight Plan Parameters 

Camera 
Focal 

Length 

Flying 

Height 
GSD 

Forward 

Overlap 

Side 

Overlap 

Total 

Waypoints 

Total 

Images 

Cross 

Strips 

FC6310 8.8mm 6m 0.18cm/px 80% 80% 189 942 Yes 

Cross strips (flying the original mission that has been re-oriented to be perpendicular to 

the original flight direction) have been flown to ensure adequate image coverage of the surveyed 

scene, along with increasing the number of oblique images captured over the scene to further 

improve vertical facade acquisition. 
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5.3.4 Single vs Multi-Mission Flight Plan Comparison 

To address potential battery constraint concerns forcing either multiple missions to be 

flown or in-flight landings to replace a drained battery, two missions are created to assess the 

impact different flight plans have on the produced DSM and orthophoto. The main difference 

between the missions is how images were blocked together in separate flights. Mission A is 

completed in a single flight with all images at each waypoint being captured sequentially before 

moving to the next. Mission B is broken into five separate flights, with each flight covering each 

waypoint at a specific look angle. These missions were flown both higher and with reduced image 

overlaps than the previous mission as GSD requirements are not as strict as the main purpose is to 

assess and compare the accuracy of the dense point cloud and produced mesh. See Table 5.5 

below for the flight parameters used. By reducing the number of waypoints, the mission can be 

flown on a single battery for both missions to remove take-off and landing variations to mitigate 

the possibility of introducing random or systematic error. 

Table 5.5: Flight plan parameters for single/multi missions comparisons. 

Single and Multi-Mission Flight Parameters 

Camera 
Focal 

Length 

Flying 

Height 
GSD 

Forward 

Overlap 

Side 

Overlap 

Total 

Waypoints 

Total 

Images 

Cross 

Strips 

FC6310 8.8mm 40m 1.18cm/px 80% 40% 44 220 Yes 

 Additionally, the variation of each image within a single Maltese-cross waypoint will be 

compared between the missions to better understand the effects of attempting to hover at a single 

location for extended periods have on the overall mission.  

5.3.5 Orthorectified Image of Vegetation Flight Plan 

The flight plan used to assess orthophoto generation of a vegetated area follows the same 

principles as previous missions simulating the Maltese-cross. Due to the height of the tress at the 

park in Kingston, minimum flight height is not dictated by GSD and instead by safe operational 

distance from the top of the vegetation. See Table 5.6 for flight parameter statistics. The mission 

is flown using a DJI Phantom 3. 
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Table 5.6: Flight plan parameters for mission accessing use of Maltese-cross for orthophoto 

creation of vegetated area. 

Orthorectification of Vegetation 

Camera 
Focal 

Length 

Flying 

Height 
GSD 

Forward 

Overlap 

Side 

Overlap 

Total 

Waypoints 

Total 

Images 

Cross 

Strips 

FC300X 3.61 m 50 m 2.16 cm/px 80% 40% 42 210 Yes 

5.3.6 Post Processing 

All missions will be processed in Agisoft Metashape (version 1.5.2). Images are 

converted from the original DNG format produce by the DJI UAV to JPG using Adobe 

LightRoom.  All missions follow the same processing workflow, photos are aligned using a pre-

calibration camera file, point density, mesh creating, texture creation all use default settings along 

with orthophoto creation. No ground control points are collected for this work.  

5.3.7 Assessment Parameters 

Each mission is assessed with all images being used (oblique and nadir) in comparison to 

only the nadir subset. A visual inspection is performed to assess the quality of the produced 3D 

mesh. Additionally, accuracy statistics and summary statistics of the point clouds and wireframes 

are also compared.  Image sets for each mission are processed using Metashape (version 1.5.2) to 

produce the final DSM and orthophoto along with processing statistics for comparison. 

5.4 Results and Analysis 

The following missions are flown on either a Phantom 4 Pro 3:2 or a Phantom 3. All 

missions flown on the Phantom 4 Pro utilized the same pre-calibration camera file. See appendix 

C for pre-calibrated internal camera parameters of the used UAVs. 

5.4.1 Vertical Facade Acquisition at Low Altitude 

The first mission used to assess the capabilities of oblique imagery captured from a UAV 

at low altitude used 942 images (3 images removed as the images were removed as they did not 

meet image sharpness thresholds), 189 of which make up the nadir-only subset. When comparing 

vertical façade examples of the produced mesh and resulting orthophotos of vertical walls and 
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terrain, a qualitative disparity between using only nadir images and the simulated Maltese-cross 

can be seen. See Figures 5.2-5.4 and appendix D for examples, and appendix E for full aerial 

orthomosaics.  

 

 

Figure 5.2: Orthorectified façade image of strategic cut on the perimeter of an excavation 

area. Meshes and orthophotos rendered using nadir and oblique images (bottom) and nadir 

only subset (top).  

 

 

  

Figure 5.3: Orthorectified façade image of well-preserved foundation walls. Meshes and 

orthophotos rendered using nadir and oblique images (bottom) and nadir only subset (top). 
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Figure 5.4: Orthorectified façade image of collapsing foundations in need of conservative 

restoration. Meshes and orthophotos rendered using nadir and oblique images (bottom) and 

nadir only subset (top).  

From visual inspection, a distinct improvement is seen when oblique imagery is used to 

create the 3D mesh allowing for textures to be more reliably mapped to the mesh. The use of 

oblique imagery helps to mitigate the “melting” appearance of textures when only nadir images 

are used, as illustrated in Figures 5.3 and 5.4. Additionally, there is less hole filling and blurring 

of texture when the mesh is not adequate for texture reconstruction.  
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When the textures are removed from the meshes, leaving only the wireframes, the 

benefits of using oblique imagery to improve vertical acquisition is further demonstrated, as seen 

in Figure 5.5. In most cases, nadir images alone failed to acquire enough data on the sides of 

objects to perform an adequate reconstruction. The top of the model is connected to the ground 

below, as best as the software can handle. Using oblique imagery provided sufficient vertical 

facade acquisition allowing the software to reliably reconstruct a mesh of the scene. In the 

instance where vertical facade acquisition is achieved from nadir image sets alone (final example 

in the set), there are still areas where acquisition is not adequate, resulting in gaps in the dense 

point cloud and within the mesh.  

As shown in Table 5.7, a significant difference observed within the project statistics is the 

number of tie points found as well as the density of the created point cloud. This is attributed to 

the increased look angles provided by the additional oblique imagery. The simulated Maltese-

Figure 5.5: Examples of wireframes of walls within the scene. Reconstruction using 

oblique’s and nadir images (left) and nadir only images (right). 
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cross has minimal variation in the number of faces and vertices used within the mesh in 

comparison to the nadir only mesh indicating that the mesh has the same degree of detail, but the 

accuracy of the vertices has been refined to create a better result overall. The errors along each 

axis are comparable for all projects whether the simulated Maltase-cross image set is used or just 

a nadir subset and can be further improved by utilizing ground control points (GCPs) and check-

points.  

Table 5.7: Survey Data Statistics for each mission area with both nadir + oblique and nadir 

only projects produced. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.4.2 Single vs Multi-Mission Simulation of Maltese-cross 

Two unique flight approaches were used to determine if quality could be maintained 

regardless of the flight plan style. With the increased flying altitudes of the missions, the quality 

of vertical façade acquisition in meshes is diminished in comparison to previous flights in this 

work due to a reduced GSD and steeper look angles for acquisition. The missions in this section 

will only be assessed and compared to one another. Both missions were flown during sunny 

conditions. When assessing the quality of the two missions for their ability to create a detailed 

DSM, as seen in Table 5.8, it is observed that both the single and multi-mission simulating the 

Maltese-cross have performed as expected. Both missions produce dense point clouds of 

increased density in contrast to their respective nadir subset mission. The statistical similarity in 

both Maltese-cross missions suggests that splitting the mission into multiple missions or flights 

has minimal bearing on the resulting mesh.   

 

 
Tie 

Points 
Projections 

Dense Point 

Cloud 

Model 

Faces 

Model 

Vertices 

Theo Hall 

Nadir 
184,772 696,608 60,510,511 6,399,096 3,209,260 

Theo Hall 548,004 2,469,880 119,834,319 4,033,982 2,024,976 

Building 

A Nadir 
114,472 561,362 99,068,678 12,243,026 6,129,522 

Building 

A 
504,494 2,910,916 199,728,964 13,616,786 6,816,516 
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Table 5.8: Statistical comparisons of simulating the Maltese-cross using a single mission in 

comparison to breaking the mission into multiple flights. 

 

A qualitative visual comparison between the two techniques can be seen in Figures 5.6 

and 5.7 comparing the acquisition qualities of the created mesh and textures for various walls 

within the surveyed area.  See appendix F for full aerial orthomosaics. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

These mission comparisons demonstrate the feasibility of simulating the Maltese-cross 

using multiple flights allowing for up to 99 waypoints to be used per-mission with a total of 495 

Single Vs Multi-Mission Comparison of simulating the Maltese-cross 

 Tie Points Projections Dense Point Cloud Model Faces Model Vertices 

Single Mission Nadir 34513 140648 29052191 3358167 1680115 

Single Mission 101919 736574 63914368 5285749 2649502 

Multi Mission Nadir 38901 162389 34417286 3796900 1898834 

Multi Mission 103777 723526 63987333 5308550 2659970 

Figure 5.7: Orthorectified façade of a rock foundation. Meshes and orthophotos 

built using nadir only subset (top) and with both nadir and oblique images 

(bottom). 

Figure 5.6: Orthorectified façade of a rock foundation. Meshes and orthophotos 

built using nadir only subset (top) and with both nadir and oblique images 

(bottom). 
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images being captured in up to five separate flights. This alleviates the constraints of current 

UAV battery technology while allowing for the advantages of a multi-rotor UAV to be fully 

utilized. 

It is also important to note which of the missions flown was more battery efficient. As 

hovering is the most cost-intensive action for a multi-rotor UAV the mission using multiple 

passes to capture all imagery was is found to be the most efficient option. By taking multiple 

passes the UAV needs to be stationary for only a moment to capture an image in comparison to 

having to hover while taking a photo and then rotation the UAV to take another, multiple times. 

As battery storage improves along with UAV battery efficiencies, the need to be cautious about 

batter limits will become less of a significant issue for these small to medium sized missions. 

5.4.3 Orthorectification of Vegetation 

Two separate missions were flown on different days (May 27th, and 31st) using the same 

flight plans with wind gusts ranging from 10 – 15 km/h. A visual inspection of the created 

orthomosaic and 3D model is performed. Figures 5.8 and 5.9 compare sections of the created 

orthomosaics when only nadir images are used and when both oblique and nadir image sets are 

used for both missions. See Appendix G for all full orthomosaics.  

    

Figure 5.8: Orthomosaic sections of flown mission area using only the nadir image subset 

(left) and mission simulating the Maltese-cross nadir and oblique imagery (right). Red 

circles indicate areas where blurring occurs as those areas are too complex to be modelled. 
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Figure 5.9: Orthomosaic sections of flown mission area using only the nadir image subset 

(left) and mission simulating the Maltese-cross nadir and oblique imagery (right). Red 

circles indicate areas where blurring occurs as those areas are too complex to be modelled. 

As can be observed by the highlighted areas denoted in Figure 5.8 and 5.9, the use of 

oblique imagery is not able to account for the high degree of variation within vegetation at such a 

fine GSD. Blurring and hole filling is still evident when obliques are introduced. The extra view 

angles may even be hindering the results as there are four more images per waypoint showing 

variation in the position of the vegetation as it sways in the breeze. 

Although we can see an improvement in vertical façade acquisition of vegetation as seen 

in Figure 5.10, which provides an improved assessment of both tree canopy and body shape, there 

is still too much movement of leaves and branches to allow for adequate reconstruction.  

 

Figure 5.10: Reconstruction of high strata vegetation using only nadir images (left) and with 

additional oblique imagery (right).  
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Table 5.9: Survey Statistics of mission flown assessing capabilities of simulating Maltese-

cross of tree canopy 

 

5.4.4 Downsampling of Vegetated Image Set 

The use of simulating the Maltese-cross over vegetated areas produced unsatisfactory results. In 

an attempt to determine if the issue is related to a high GSD, the full image set captured on May 

31st is downsampled and re-processed. See Figure 5.11 for orthophoto results and vertical façade 

acquisition built from DSM.  See Appendix G for full orthophoto. 

 

Figure 5.11 further demonstrates that even at a reduced GSD, vegetation still contains too 

much noise due to its complexity and non-static movement caused by wind. At a reduced GSD 

the DSM is created with a total of 6212325 faces. Due to the low altitude and downsampled 

imagery, the noise within the images hindered point cloud generation resulting in a reduced 3D 

Simulating-Maltese Cross on Tree canopy vegetation 

 Tie Points Projections Dense Point Cloud Model Faces Model Vertices 

Mission 1 Nadir 42524 162037 16418140 395631 198614 

Mission 1 Full 189397 766589 31515300 1553300 779186 

Mission 2 Nadir 52185 168609 17336310 457644 229776 

Mission 2 Full 211129 786408 31130849 1572051 788412 

Figure 5.11: Subset of final orthophoto produced using downsampled Maltese-cross image 

set. (left) Reconstruction of high strata vegetation using downsampled Maltese-cross image 

set. Red circles indicate areas where blurring occurs as those areas are too complex to be 

modelled. (right) 
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model quality as seen in Figure 5.11. Extreme parallax is also present between images as the 

UAV is operating at only 10-15 m about the trees, adding further stress to orthorectification and 

stitching algorithms. 

5.4.5 Discussion 

Simulation of the Maltese-cross through the use of consumer-grade multi-rotor UAVs has 

been demonstrated as both a viable and practical alternative to purpose-built camera networks and 

platforms. The simulated-method is capable of vertical façade acquisition even at extremely low 

altitudes. Further, the current battery constraints of consumer UAVs do not need to be a limiting 

factor when considering the use of the simulated Maltese-cross camera network. There are 

negligible differences found in the resulting quality of missions that are completed in a single 

flight in comparison to the mission being broken into several flights. The indifference to the 

number of flights needed to simulate the Maltese-cross provides users with flexibility in their 

flight planning to allow for optimal solutions to be chosen based on the size and scale of the 

survey mission. Although the simulated Maltese-cross camera network is found to be highly 

suitable for surveying static objects, this work demonstrates the limits of simulating the Maltese-

cross for the use of improving the orthorectification of highly dynamic scenes. When operating at 

such low altitudes to survey forested areas several problems begin to impact the quality of the 

results. At such a low altitude, relief displacement becomes a taxing problem for stitching and 

mosaicking algorithms to overcome. Although a high GSD is the desired goal, such a fine GSD 

becomes a hindrance due to the level of detail of vegetation being interpreted as noise, being 

further compounded when vegetation is impacted by wind. Shadows and changing of the sun's 

angle and orientation further compounds this issue. These issues are also common with nadir only 

image sets but the issues explained are only further extenuated by the increase of images, 

especially when the image is from different look directions and angles.  
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Although this work is not able to achieve the desired results for surveying forested 

terrain, it provides more insight into the discussion of whether having higher GSD is necessary 

and whether the results are worth the effort required to achieve them. With the idea of “big data” 

manifesting itself in many industries, its integration into cousin industries such as GIS (Zhou et 

al., 2016) can be seen.  

Big data in the traditional sense has been incorporated into GIS but takes a unique form 

within Photogrammetry. With the processing capabilities of computers continually increasing on 

an exponential scale, the upper limit of what makes a project too large to process becomes further 

to reach. Many photogrammetry post-processing software packages are able to process thousands 

of images for a single project. This has led users to capture thousands of images for projects that 

might not necessarily require such a large image set. Further, an indirect misinterpretation of the 

quality of projects has begun to emerge. The storage of image data sets has become a chief 

concern for both researchers and industry workers alike. This issue is further compounded with 

the increased file size of images themselves due to the ability to have increased GSD. With the 

ability to lean on software packages to find and use only optimal images within an image set, 

over-imaging of an area is a possibility. Instead of using technological advancements to make 

more effective and efficient workflows and practices, these advancements are being used as a 

crutch to assist with navigating poor imaging.  The goal of a planned aerial mission should be to 

achieve the best possible reconstruction solution (given the project's error tolerances and accuracy 

requirements) while requiring the least amount of imagery to improve turnaround times for 

projects. Additionally, there is an increased desire to achieve the highest GSD for a project that is 

sometimes misconstrued as a sign of the project's overall quality. GSD should indeed be a 

consideration, but often the main criterion used when determining the quality of a project is the 

degree of accuracy and level of error acceptable for the project. 
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The survey mission exploring the possible benefits of simulating the Maltese-cross 

camera network over high strata vegetation can be used as a case study where the term “less is 

more” is a great summation of the results and the overall takeaway. This brings to consideration 

whether the requirements to create suitable orthorectified images as such a fine GSD for 

vegetation are worth the benefits that could possibly be provided. As modern aerial 

photogrammetry continues to mature, there should be a continually internal questioning within 

the field asking “just because we can…should we”? Just because the technology allows for more 

automation and handoffs data collection, should the practices that have been the foundation of 

photogrammetry since its inception be ignored in favour of software that can mitigate the 

mistakes of the user?  

5.5 Conclusion 

Consumer-grade multi-rotor UAVs offer an affordable and accessible platform for 

performing aerial surveys and photogrammetry. This work demonstrates the feasibility of 

simulating the Maltese-cross using these low-cost platforms, further adding to the abilities of 

these systems. Missions are now able to acquire five times the amount of images per waypoint. 

This work further demonstrates the different flight patterns available to simulate the Maltese-

cross to handle the current limits of lithium battery technology. Current battery restrictions 

requiring missions to be broken into several flights are found to not impact downstream products 

such as DSMs and orthophotos. 

Although this work shows that capturing oblique imagery for vegetation 

orthorectification has unsatisfactory results, it introduces the tools and workflow to allow others 

to expand on these advantages of a multi-rotor UAV to further create new complex flight plans 

for other use-cases that may not have yet been explored. Future work includes further validating 

the simulated Maltese-cross camera network with the introduction of ground control points while 
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additionally attempting to corroborate these results using different multi-rotor UAVs and for 

different use-cases. 

Overall this work provides an additional workflow for consumer-grade UAVs that can be 

used for broadening the platforms use-case scope. Corridor mapping in urban areas to observe 

side walls and windows of buildings can greatly benefit from this work. As some gimbals have 

the ability to orient the camera to look upward, the Maltese-cross can be further used to scan large 

building facades such as skyscrapers. 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusion and Future Work 

The primary objective of this research is to provide viable solutions to allow for increased 

functionality and automation for aerial photogrammetry using consumer-grade multi-rotor UAVs. 

This work demonstrates the feasibility to create complex flight plans to allow for increased 

automation of several tasks, not initially capable of consumer UAVs. The primary conclusions of 

this work are:  

1. It is possible to modify created flight plans produced from existing flight planning 

software packages to allow for increased functionality. 

2. The creation of an automated flight plan tailored for camera calibration is both feasible 

and a viable option for aerial camera pre-calibration for multi-rotor UAVs. 

3. It is possible to simulate the Maltese-cross camera configuration using a multi-rotor 

UAV. Further, the method is robust its ability to perform regardless of the flight plan 

style chosen if multiple flights are needed to survey an area due to battery constraints. 

Along with the primary conclusions this work demonstrates, several secondary conclusions 

were also established during this work: 

1. The ability to easily manipulate a flight plan to add complexity to the mission is a viable 

method for orienting a multi-rotor UAV to orient the camera in portrait for an increased 

base-to-distance ratio. Further, this process can be performed using existing flight 

planning software packages provided the overlap conversion equations are used, ensuring 

desired forward and side overlaps are achieved when in portrait. 

2.  The use of Adobe for converting images from the native image format of DNG produced 

by DJI UAVs applies an inherent geometric correction that cannot be removed unless 

using another software package for image conversion. 
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3. Although the Maltese-cross can be simulated using a consumer-grade multi-rotor UAV, it 

is not effective enough to allow for low altitude orthorectification of highly vegetated 

areas.  

The main results of this work illuminate the ease at which consumer-grade UAVs can be 

further leveraged to enhance their surveying capabilities.  The ability to create and automate the 

proposed complex flight plans allows for increased flexibility of exiting consumer UAVs while 

further improving on the accessibility of performing complex aerial data acquisition techniques, 

traditionally only available using purpose-built platforms. The availability of this proven 

workflow demonstrates the ease of which existing software can be used to further leverage the 

unique capabilities of multi-rotor UAVs without requiring major deviation from existing flight 

planning workflows. 

This research can be further developed by confirming the robustness of these techniques by 

introducing ground control points and check-points into the workflow while additionally 

attempting to utilize the proposed techniques at other sites with their own parameters and 

accuracy requirements. This work serves as a proof of concept that the restrictions of fixed-wing 

UAVs do not need to be carried over to multi-rotor UAVs and that there are many different aerial 

flight plans that can be created. 
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Appendix A 

Flight Plan Workflow 

This workflow demonstrates the most efficient method found for creating complex flight plans 

for aerial photography. A breakdown of how Litchi converts its .csv files is also provided. 

Workflow 

 Setup flight plan within DJI Flight Planner to establish baseline .csv file 

 Generate .csv file for litchi 

 Generate DJI FlightPlanner mission to be accessed later if needed 

Edit the .csv file  

 In the .csv file, you can add more functions to be executed at each waypoint or 

conversely set batch commands across the entire mission. 

Load .csv file into Litchi Mission Hub 

 This will allow you to visually confirm your flight plan will execute as you 

anticipate and help you understand and errors you have with your .csv file. 

Repeat previous two steps as needed until the flight plan is as desired 

Fly Mission 

 
Limitations/ important notes with mission planning 

 Only a max of 100 waypoints can be read by DJI drones (and most others) 

 Max of 15-16 actions at each waypoint 

 Litchi uses absolute headings.  

 
Litchi .csv file breakdown 

 Latitude: North-south position off of the equator 

 Longitude: East-west position off of prime meridian 

 Altitude: Elevation (m) 

 Heading: Forward-facing direction of the drone at a specific point (can be different 

from direction of travel) 

 Curvesize: Defines the size of the curved turn at this waypoint. A bigger size means 

the aircraft will start the turn earlier 

 Rotation Direction: States the rotation direction of the drone between two headings  

0 clockwise or 1 anticlockwise. 
Action Types: 
Stay for:  Action Type = 0  Parameter = 1000 (1 second) 
Take Photo:  Action Type = 1  Parameter = N/A (0) 
Start Recording  Action Type = 2  Parameter = N/A (0) 
Stop Recording  Action Type = 3  Parameter = N/A (0) 
Rotate Camera  Action Type = 4  Parameter = Degrees (0 to 360) 
Tilt Camera  Action Type = 5   Parameter = Degree (-0 to -90) 
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Appendix B 

Overlap Conversion Calculations 
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Appendix C 

Calibration file for Phantom 4 Pro 

Calibration file was produced using Agisoft Photscan/Metashape and used consistently for all 

projects within this work.  
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Appendix D 

Further Vertical Facade Comparisons Using Nadir Only Images and 

Simulated Maltese-Cross Oblique Imagery 

Orothphoto created using nadir image subset (top) and full image set using simulated Maltese-

cross (bottom) 
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Appendix E 

Aerial Orthophotos of Surveyed Areas 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Orthophoto created simulating the Maltese-cross using nadir image subset (top) and full image set 

containing oblique imagery (bottom). 
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Orthophoto created simulating the Maltese-cross using nadir image subset (top) and full image set 

containing oblique imagery. 
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Appendix F 

Aerial Orthophotos Comparing Single Vs. Multi Missions Used to 

Simulate the Maltese-Cross 

Aerial orthophotos simulating the Maltese-cross using a single mission (top) to capture in 

comparison to multiple flights (bottom) being used to simulate the Maltese-cross. 
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Appendix G 

Aerial Orthophotos of a Vegetated Area Using the Simulated Maltese-

Cross Method 

Orthophoto of vegetated park (captured on May 27, 2019) created simulating the Maltese-cross 

using nadir image subset (top) and full image set containing oblique imagery (bottom). 
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Orthophoto of vegetated park (captured on May 31, 2019) created simulating the Maltese-cross 

using nadir image subset (top) and full image set containing oblique imagery (bottom). 
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Orthophoto of vegetated park (captured on May 31, 2019) created simulating the Maltese-cross 

using full image set, being downsampled by a factor of 2. 
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Appendix H 

Automated Python Code for Flight Plan Creation 

Five scripts are used to automate the modification of a base standard lawnmower flight plan to the 

desired alternative, to simulate the Maltese-cross (both as a single mission and/or as a multi-

mission, re-orient the onboard camera be oriented in portrait, and create a camera calibration 

flight plan. Another script was used to estimate the waypoint variation of the single vs multi-

mission. A final script was used to downsample an image while maintaining its footprint (reduce 

GSD only). 

Go to https://github.com/ChrisRRadford/Masters_WayPointManipulation for code and 

documentation.  

  

Portrait Re-orientation Flight Plan Creator 

1. import csv 
2.   
3. def main(): 
4.  with open("..\FlightPlans\MalteseCross.csv",'r') as csv_file: 

5.   #open reader and create writer file 

6.   csv_reader = csv.reader(csv_file, delimiter = ",") 

7.   csv_writer = 

csv.writer(open("PortraitModified.csv","w+",newline=''),delimiter

=',') 

8.    

9.   #write header row to new file 

10.   csv_writer.writerow(next(csv_reader)) 

11.   

12.   for line in csv_reader: 

13.    #get heading and convert to a flaot 

14.    heading = float(line[3]) 

15.    if heading <0: 

16.     heading = 360 + heading 

17.    heading90 = (heading + 90)%360 

18.     

19.    modified_row = 

[line[0],line[1],line[2],str(heading90),line[4],line[5],line[6],l

ine[7],line[8],line[9],line[10],line[11],line[12],line[13],line[1

4],line[15],line[16],line[17],line[18],line[19],line[20],line[21]

,line[22],line[23],line[24],line[25],line[26],line[27],line[28],l

ine[29],line[30],line[31],line[32],line[33],line[34],line[35],lin

e[36],line[37]] 

20.    csv_writer.writerow(modified_row) 

21.   

22. main()  
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Camera Calibration Flight Plan Creator 

1.  import csv 
2. from operator import itemgetter 
3. from math import sin, cos, sqrt, atan2, radians, degrees 
4.   
5. #Number of WP Cannot Exceed 10 
6. def main(): 
7.  with open("..\FlightPlans\CameraCalibration.csv",'r') as 

csv_file: 

8.   #open reader and create writer file 

9.   csv_reader = csv.reader(csv_file, delimiter = ",") 

10.   print(type(csv_reader)) 

11.   csv_writer = 

csv.writer(open("CamreaCalibrationModified.csv","w+",newline=''),

delimiter=',') 

12.    

13.   #write header row to new file 

14.   csv_writer.writerow(next(csv_reader)) 

15.   #read everything into list of rows 

16.   #---------------------Tier 1 

17.   #iterate through first pass  

18.   for line in csv_reader: 

19.    #get heading and convert to a flaot 

20.    heading = float(line[3]) 

21.    if heading <0: 

22.     heading = 360 + heading 

23.    # heading90 = (heading + 90)%360 

24.    #create modified row  

25.    row = 

[line[0],line[1],line[2],str(heading),line[4],line[5],line[6],lin

e[7],line[8],line[9],line[10],line[11],line[12],line[13],line[14]

,line[15],line[16],line[17],line[18],line[19],line[20],line[21],l

ine[22],line[23],line[24],line[25],line[26],line[27],line[28],lin

e[29],line[30],line[31],line[32],line[33],line[34],line[35],line[

36],line[37]] 

26.    csv_writer.writerow(row) 

27.    

28.   csv_file.seek(0) 

29.   next(csv_reader) 

30.   #Rotate 90 

31.   for line in csv_reader: 

32.    heading = float(line[3]) 

33.    if heading <0: 

34.     heading = 360 + heading 

35.    heading90 = (heading + 90)%360 

36.   

37.    #create modified row  

38.    row = 

[line[0],line[1],line[2],str(heading90),line[4],line[5],line[6],l

ine[7],line[8],line[9],line[10],line[11],line[12],line[13],line[1
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4],line[15],line[16],line[17],line[18],line[19],line[20],line[21]

,line[22],line[23],line[24],line[25],line[26],line[27],line[28],l

ine[29],line[30],line[31],line[32],line[33],line[34],line[35],lin

e[36],line[37]] 

39.    csv_writer.writerow(row)  

40.    

41.   csv_file.seek(0) 

42.   next(csv_reader) 

43.   #rotate -90 

44.   for line in csv_reader: 

45.    heading = float(line[3]) 

46.    if heading <0: 

47.     heading = 360 + heading 

48.    headingNeg90 = (heading - 90)%360 

49.   

50.    #create modified row  

51.    row = 

[line[0],line[1],line[2],str(headingNeg90),line[4],line[5],line[6

],line[7],line[8],line[9],line[10],line[11],line[12],line[13],lin

e[14],line[15],line[16],line[17],line[18],line[19],line[20],line[

21],line[22],line[23],line[24],line[25],line[26],line[27],line[28

],line[29],line[30],line[31],line[32],line[33],line[34],line[35],

line[36],line[37]] 

52.    csv_writer.writerow(row) 

53.   

54.   #---------------------Tier 2 

55.   csv_file.seek(0) 

56.   next(csv_reader) 

57.   #iterate through first pass  

58.   for line in csv_reader: 

59.    #get heading and convert to a flaot 

60.    heading = float(line[3]) 

61.    if heading <0: 

62.     heading = 360 + heading 

63.    # heading90 = (heading + 90)%360 

64.    #create modified row  

65.    row = 

[line[0],line[1],str(22.86),str(heading),line[4],line[5],line[6],

line[7],line[8],line[9],line[10],line[11],line[12],line[13],line[

14],line[15],line[16],line[17],line[18],line[19],line[20],line[21

],line[22],line[23],line[24],line[25],line[26],line[27],line[28],

line[29],line[30],line[31],line[32],line[33],line[34],line[35],li

ne[36],line[37]] 

66.    csv_writer.writerow(row) 

67.   

68.   

69.   csv_file.seek(0) 

70.   next(csv_reader) 

71.   #rotate 90  

72.   for line in csv_reader: 

73.    heading = float(line[3]) 

74.    if heading <0: 

75.     heading = 360 + heading 

76.    heading90 = (heading + 90)%360 

77.   

78.    #create modified row  
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79.    row = 

[line[0],line[1],str(22.86),str(heading90),line[4],line[5],line[6

],line[7],line[8],line[9],line[10],line[11],line[12],line[13],lin

e[14],line[15],line[16],line[17],line[18],line[19],line[20],line[

21],line[22],line[23],line[24],line[25],line[26],line[27],line[28

],line[29],line[30],line[31],line[32],line[33],line[34],line[35],

line[36],line[37]] 

80.    csv_writer.writerow(row) 

81.   

82.   csv_file.seek(0) 

83.   next(csv_reader) 

84.   #rotate -90  

85.   for line in csv_reader: 

86.    heading = float(line[3]) 

87.    if heading <0: 

88.     heading = 360 + heading 

89.    headingNeg90 = (heading - 90)%360 

90.   

91.    #create modified row  

92.    row = 

[line[0],line[1],str(22.86),str(headingNeg90),line[4],line[5],lin

e[6],line[7],line[8],line[9],line[10],line[11],line[12],line[13],

line[14],line[15],line[16],line[17],line[18],line[19],line[20],li

ne[21],line[22],line[23],line[24],line[25],line[26],line[27],line

[28],line[29],line[30],line[31],line[32],line[33],line[34],line[3

5],line[36],line[37]] 

93.    csv_writer.writerow(row)   

94.   

95.   #---------------------Tier 3 

96.   csv_file.seek(0) 

97.   next(csv_reader) 

98.   #iterate through first pass  

99.   for line in csv_reader: 

100.    #get heading and convert to a flaot 

101.    heading = float(line[3]) 

102.    if heading <0: 

103.     heading = 360 + heading 

104.    # heading90 = (heading + 90)%360 

105.    #create modified row  

106.    row = 

[line[0],line[1],str(27.43),str(heading),line[4],line[5],line[6],

line[7],line[8],line[9],line[10],line[11],line[12],line[13],line[

14],line[15],line[16],line[17],line[18],line[19],line[20],line[21

],line[22],line[23],line[24],line[25],line[26],line[27],line[28],

line[29],line[30],line[31],line[32],line[33],line[34],line[35],li

ne[36],line[37]] 

107.    csv_writer.writerow(row) 

108.   
109.   csv_file.seek(0) 

110.   next(csv_reader) 

111.   for line in csv_reader: 

112.    heading = float(line[3]) 

113.    if heading <0: 

114.     heading = 360 + heading 

115.    heading90 = (heading + 90)%360 

116.   
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117.    #create modified row  

118.    row = 

[line[0],line[1],str(27.43),str(heading90),line[4],line[5],line[6

],line[7],line[8],line[9],line[10],line[11],line[12],line[13],lin

e[14],line[15],line[16],line[17],line[18],line[19],line[20],line[

21],line[22],line[23],line[24],line[25],line[26],line[27],line[28

],line[29],line[30],line[31],line[32],line[33],line[34],line[35],

line[36],line[37]] 

119.    csv_writer.writerow(row)  

120.   
121.   csv_file.seek(0) 

122.   next(csv_reader) 

123.   #rotate -90  

124.   for line in csv_reader: 

125.    heading = float(line[3]) 

126.    if heading <0: 

127.     heading = 360 + heading 

128.    headingNeg90 = (heading - 90) %360 

129.   
130.    #create modified row  

131.    row = 

[line[0],line[1],str(27.43),str(headingNeg90),line[4],line[5],lin

e[6],line[7],line[8],line[9],line[10],line[11],line[12],line[13],

line[14],line[15],line[16],line[17],line[18],line[19],line[20],li

ne[21],line[22],line[23],line[24],line[25],line[26],line[27],line

[28],line[29],line[30],line[31],line[32],line[33],line[34],line[3

5],line[36],line[37]] 

132.    csv_writer.writerow(row) 

133.   
134.   
135.   #--------ADDING OBLIQUES 

136.   
137.   #Pass Coordinates to be sorted into strips 

138.   csv_file.seek(0) 

139.   next(csv_reader) 

140.   
141.   # get waypoint coordiantes 

142.   coordinateList = [] 

143.   #add all coordinates in csv to a single list 

144.   for line in csv_reader: 

145.    coordinateList.append([line[0],line[1]]) 

146.   
147.   coordStrips = 

SortStrips(csv_reader,coordinateList) 

148.    

149.   
150.   #-------------Output Check 

151.   #print resultant strip 

152.   print("Strip List") 

153.   count = 1 

154.   for strip in coordStrips: 

155.    print(count, str(len(strip))) 

156.    count += 1 

157.   
158.   #Determine which outputs can be used for oblique 

iamgery 
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159.   
160.   obliqueCoordList = Oblique(coordStrips) 

161.   
162.   #------------------Determine Center point and 

head for each point to be added 

163.   
164.   #Determine center point of all the coordaintes 

165.   centerPoint = CenterPoint(coordinateList) 

166.   #Iterate through each oblique Wp, determine 

heading, and add write to final file 

167.   for coord in obliqueCoordList: 

168.    heading = 

centralHeading(coord,centerPoint) 

169.   
170.    row = 

[coord[0],coord[1],str(27.43),str(heading),str(0.2),str(0),str(2)

,str(-45),str(1),str(0),str(-1),str(0),str(-1),str(0),str(-

1),str(0),str(-1),str(0),str(-1),str(0),str(-1),str(0),str(-

1),str(0),str(-1),str(0),str(-1),str(0),str(-1),str(0),str(-

1),str(0),str(-1),str(0),str(-1),str(0),str(-1),str(0)] 

171.    csv_writer.writerow(row) 

172.   
173.   
174.   
175.   
176. #- Sort all the WP into respective strips 
177. #- Requires csv_read and a coordinate list 
178. #- Returns a list of lists with each strip containing its 

respective WP. 

179. def SortStrips(csv_reader,coordinateList): 
180.  #---------------------Obliques 

181.  #Take coordinate list (list of lists) and add 

coordinates to lists reprenting a s ingle stip 

182.   
183.  #Get the rise over run from the first two coordinates. 

184.  rise = float(coordinateList[0][1]) - 

float(coordinateList[1][1]) 

185.  run = float(coordinateList[0][0]) - 

float(coordinateList[1][0]) 

186.  masterslope = rise/run 

187.   
188.  #---Strip List set Up 

189.  #add first two coordiantes to a strip 

190.  templist = [coordinateList[0],coordinateList[1]] 

191.  coordStrips = [templist] 

192.  stripCount = 0 

193.  switch = False 

194.   
195.   
196.  #----------Iteration 

197.  #iterate through remaining coordiantes and compare 

198.  for coord1,coord2 in zip(coordinateList[1:-1:], 

coordinateList[2::]): 

199.   #if previous waypoint was found to be on a new 

strip 

200.   if switch == True: 
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201.    coordStrips[stripCount].append(coord2) 

202.   
203.    rise = float(coord2[1]) - 

float(coord1[1]) 

204.    run = float(coord2[0]) - float(coord1[0]) 

205.    masterslope = rise/run 

206.   
207.    switch = False 

208.    continue 

209.   #print(coord1,coord2) 

210.   rise = float(coord2[1]) - float(coord1[1]) 

211.   run = float(coord2[0]) - float(coord1[0]) 

212.   slope = rise/run 

213.   diff = abs(masterslope-slope) 

214.   #they are in the same strip, add to current strip 

215.   if diff < 0.5: 

216.    coordStrips[stripCount].append(coord2) 

217.   #new strip 

218.   else: 

219.     

220.    stripCount+= 1 

221.    coordStrips.append([coord2]) 

222.    switch = True 

223.  return(coordStrips)    

224.   
225. #Determine Outside Coordiantes to add obliques 
226. def Oblique(StripList): 
227.  #Check to see if outside strips can be used for creating 

oblique coordinates.  

228.  strip1len = len(StripList[0]) 

229.  strip2len = len(StripList[-1]) 

230.   
231.  #get everage of middle strips: 

232.  wpSum = 0 

233.  for strips in StripList[1:-1:]: 

234.   wpSum += len(strips) 

235.   
236.  #Calculate average strip length of interior strips and 

according cut off for outer stripe use 

237.   

238.  #Base Case 1 - StripLength is less 2 or less 

239.  if len(StripList) <= 2: 

240.   coord1 = StripList[0][0] 

241.   coord2 = StripList[0][-1] 

242.   coord3 = StripList[-1][0] 

243.   coord4 = StripList[-1][-1] 

244.   print("Number of strips 2 or less; Outermost 

corners used") 

245.   print(coord1,coord2,coord3,coord4) 

246.   return[coord1,coord2,coord3,coord4] 

247.   
248.  stripAvg = wpSum/(len(StripList)-2) 

249.  cutoff = stripAvg*0.75 

250.   

251.  coord1 = [] 

252.  coord2 = []  
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253.  coord3 = []  

254.  coord4 = [] 

255.  #---------------------Four cases for adding obliques 

256.  #Case 1: Neither are sufficient 

257.  if(strip1len < cutoff and strip2len < cutoff): 

258.   #Use the next inner strips 

259.   coord1 = StripList[1][0] 

260.   coord2 = StripList[1][-1] 

261.   coord3 = StripList[-2][0] 

262.   coord4 = StripList[-2][-1] 

263.   
264.   print("Neither Outer strips are sufficient. Using 

first and last inner strip:") 

265.   print(coord1,coord2,coord3,coord4) 

266.   
267.  #Case 2: Strip 1 sufficient but not N 

268.  elif(strip1len >= cutoff and strip2len < cutoff): 

269.   coord1 = StripList[0][0] 

270.   coord2 = StripList[0][-1] 

271.   coord3 = StripList[-2][0] 

272.   coord4 = StripList[-2][-1] 

273.   
274.   print("First strip sufficient but not last. Using 

first strip and last inner strip:") 

275.   print(coord1,coord2,coord3,coord4) 

276.   
277.  #Case 3: Strip 1 not sufficient but N is 

278.  elif(strip1len < cutoff and strip2len >= cutoff): 

279.   #Use the next inner strips 

280.   coord1 = StripList[1][0] 

281.   coord2 = StripList[1][-1] 

282.   coord3 = StripList[-1][0] 

283.   coord4 = StripList[-1][-1] 

284.   
285.   print("Last strip sufficient but not first. Using 

first inner strip and last strip:") 

286.   print(coord1,coord2,coord3,coord4) 

287.  #Case 4: Both Sufficient 

288.  else: 

289.   coord1 = StripList[0][0] 

290.   coord2 = StripList[0][-1] 

291.   coord3 = StripList[-1][0] 

292.   coord4 = StripList[-1][-1] 

293.   print("Both outer strips are sufficient. Using 

first and last strip:") 

294.   print(coord1,coord2,coord3,coord4) 

295.   
296.  #Determine Center point Bearings from each 

297.  return[coord1,coord2,coord3,coord4] 

298.   

299.   
300. def CenterPoint(coordinateList): 
301.  #value to hold sums 

302.  X = 0 

303.  Y = 0 

304.  Z = 0 
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305.  for coords in coordinateList: 

306.   print(coords) 

307.   lat = radians(float(coords[0])) 

308.   lon = radians(float(coords[1])) 

309.   
310.   X += cos(lat) * cos(lon) 

311.   Y += cos(lat) * sin(lon) 

312.   Z += sin(lat)               

313.   
314.  #find averages for x y and z 

315.  n = len(coordinateList) 

316.  X = float(X/n) 

317.  Y = float(Y/n) 

318.  Z = float(Z/n) 

319.   
320.   

321.   
322.  #convert lat and long in radians to decimal coords 

323.  finalLon = degrees(atan2(Y, X)) 

324.  finalLat = degrees(atan2(Z, sqrt(X * X + Y * Y))) 

325.  point = [finalLat,finalLon] 

326.   
327.  return point 

328.   
329.   
330. def centralHeading(pointA,pointB): 
331.  latPA = radians(float(pointA[0])) 

332.  latPB = radians(float(pointB[0])) 

333.   
334.  diffLong = radians(float(pointB[1]) - float(pointA[1])) 

335.  x = (sin(diffLong) * cos(latPB)) 

336.  y = (cos(latPA) * sin(latPB)) - (sin(latPA) * cos(latPB) 

* cos(diffLong)) 

337.   
338.  initial_bearing = atan2(x, y) 

339.  initial_bearing = degrees(initial_bearing) 

340.  compass_bearing = (initial_bearing + 360) % 360 

341.  return compass_bearing 

342.   
343.   
344.   
345.   
346. main() 

   

Maltese-cross Multi-Mission Creator  

1. import csv 
2.   
3. def main(): 
4.  with open("C:/Users/Chris/Documents/Research/MalteseCanopy-

Flight-Plans/Maltese-Eden-60m/EdenWood-80-40-60m-merged.csv",'r') 

as csv_file: 

5.   #open reader and create writer file 
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6.   csv_reader = csv.reader(csv_file, delimiter = ",") 

7.   
8.   #First File at Nadir 

9.   csv_nadir = csv.writer(open("EdenWood-80-60-50m-

merged_Nadir.csv","w+",newline=''),delimiter=',') 

10.   csv_oblique1 = csv.writer(open("EdenWood-80-40-

60m-merged_Oblique1.csv","w+",newline=''),delimiter=',') 

11.   csv_oblique2 = csv.writer(open("EdenWood-80-40-

60m-merged_Oblique2.csv","w+",newline=''),delimiter=',') 

12.   csv_oblique3 = csv.writer(open("EdenWood-80-40-

60m-merged_Oblique3.csv","w+",newline=''),delimiter=',') 

13.   csv_oblique4 = csv.writer(open("EdenWood-80-40-

60m-merged_Oblique4.csv","w+",newline=''),delimiter=',') 

14.    

15.   #write header row to new file to all files 

16.   fieldnames = next(csv_reader) 

17.   csv_nadir.writerow(fieldnames) 

18.   csv_oblique1.writerow(fieldnames) 

19.   csv_oblique2.writerow(fieldnames) 

20.   csv_oblique3.writerow(fieldnames) 

21.   csv_oblique4.writerow(fieldnames) 

22.   

23.   #iterate through main file and create 5 new files 

24.   for line in csv_reader: 

25.   #get heading and convert to a flaot 

26.    heading = float(line[3]) 

27.    if heading <0: 

28.     heading = 360 + heading 

29.    heading90 = (heading + 90)%360 

30.    heading180 = (heading + 180)%360 

31.    heading270 = (heading + 270)%360 

32.   

33.    #DONE 

34.    #write nadir file (basically duplicate) 

35.    rowNadir = 

[line[0],line[1],line[2],str(heading),line[4],line[5],line[6],lin

e[7],line[8],line[9],line[10],line[11],line[12],line[13],line[14]

,line[15],line[16],line[17],line[18],line[19],line[20],line[21],l

ine[22],line[23],line[24],line[25],line[26],line[27],line[28],lin

e[29],line[30],line[31],line[32],line[33],line[34],line[35],line[

36],line[37]] 

36.    csv_nadir.writerow(rowNadir) 

37.    #DONE 

38.    #write oblique 1 (-45 at same heading) 

39.    oblique1 = 

[line[0],line[1],line[2],str(heading),line[4],line[5],line[6],str

(-

45),line[8],line[9],line[10],line[11],line[12],line[13],line[14],

line[15],line[16],line[17],line[18],line[19],line[20],line[21],li

ne[22],line[23],line[24],line[25],line[26],line[27],line[28],line

[29],line[30],line[31],line[32],line[33],line[34],line[35],line[3

6],line[37]] 

40.    csv_oblique1.writerow(oblique1) 

41.   

42.    #write oblique 2 (-45 at heading+90) 
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43.    oblique2 = 

[line[0],line[1],line[2],str(heading90),line[4],line[5],line[6],s

tr(-

45),line[8],line[9],line[10],line[11],line[12],line[13],line[14],

line[15],line[16],line[17],line[18],line[19],line[20],line[21],li

ne[22],line[23],line[24],line[25],line[26],line[27],line[28],line

[29],line[30],line[31],line[32],line[33],line[34],line[35],line[3

6],line[37]] 

44.    csv_oblique2.writerow(oblique2) 

45.   

46.    #write oblique 3 (-45 at heading+180) 

47.    oblique3 = 

[line[0],line[1],line[2],str(heading180),line[4],line[5],line[6],

str(-

45),line[8],line[9],line[10],line[11],line[12],line[13],line[14],

line[15],line[16],line[17],line[18],line[19],line[20],line[21],li

ne[22],line[23],line[24],line[25],line[26],line[27],line[28],line

[29],line[30],line[31],line[32],line[33],line[34],line[35],line[3

6],line[37]] 

48.    csv_oblique3.writerow(oblique3) 

49.   

50.    #write oblique 4 (-45 at heading+270) 

51.    oblique4 = 

[line[0],line[1],line[2],str(heading270),line[4],line[5],line[6],

str(-

45),line[8],line[9],line[10],line[11],line[12],line[13],line[14],

line[15],line[16],line[17],line[18],line[19],line[20],line[21],li

ne[22],line[23],line[24],line[25],line[26],line[27],line[28],line

[29],line[30],line[31],line[32],line[33],line[34],line[35],line[3

6],line[37]] 

52.    csv_oblique4.writerow(oblique4) 

53.   

54. main()  

 

Maltese-cross Single-Mission Creator  

 

1. import csv 
2. import sys 
3.   
4. inputFile = sys.argv[1] 
5. saveFile = sys.argv[2] 
6. saveFilePath = saveFile + ".csv" 
7. with open(inputFile) as csv_file: 
8.  #open reader and create writer file 

9.  csv_reader = csv.reader(csv_file, delimiter = ",") 

10.  csv_writer = 

csv.writer(open(saveFile,"w+",newline=''),delimiter=',') 

11.   

12.  #write header row to new file 

13.  csv_writer.writerow(next(csv_reader)) 

14.   

15.  for line in csv_reader: 
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16.   #get heading and convert to a flaot 

17.   heading = float(line[3]) 

18.   if heading <0: 

19.    heading = 360 + heading 

20.   heading90 = (heading + 90)%360 

21.   heading180 = (heading + 180)%360 

22.   heading270 = (heading + 270)%360 

23.    

24.   modified_row = 

[line[0],line[1],line[2],line[3],line[4],line[5],line[6],line[7],

line[8],line[9],str(5),str(-

45),str(1),str(0),str(4),heading90,str(1),str(0),str(4),heading18

0,str(1),str(0),str(4),heading270,str(1),str(0),line[26],line[27]

,line[28],line[29],line[30],line[31],line[32],line[33],line[34],l

ine[35],line[36],line[37]] 

25.   csv_writer.writerow(modified_row) 

26.   

27. sys.stdout.flush() 

 Image Downsampler 

 

1. #Downsample a folder of image based on given parameter 
2. import cv2 
3. import os 
4. import numpy as np  
5.   
6. #--grab image within loop 
7. # img = cv2.imread("F:\Chapter5_MalteseCross\Tree 

Canopy\Edenwoods-8040-50m May 31\JPG\DJI_0020.JPG") 

8. def main(): 
9.  print("Running") 

10.  files = os.listdir("F:\Chapter5_MalteseCross\Tree 

Canopy\Edenwoods-8040-50m May 31\JPG") 

11.  path = os.path.abspath("F:\Chapter5_MalteseCross\Tree 

Canopy\Edenwoods-8040-50m May 31\JPG") 

12.   

13.  for file in files: 

14.   # Grab Images 

15.   fileName = os.path.join(path,file) 

16.   if fileName.endswith(".JPG"): 

17.    #downsample 

18.    print("Now samplpling:",file) 

19.    img = cv2.imread(fileName) 

20.    downsampled = downsampling(img) 

21.   

22.    #grab file path and join name 

23.    writefile = 

os.path.join("F:\Chapter5_MalteseCross\Tree 

Canopy\Downsampled",file) 

24.    cv2.imwrite(writefile,downsampled) 

25.   

26.  print("Finished")  

27.   
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28.   

29. def downsampling(src): 

30.  #-- Downsampling process 

31.  rows, cols, _channels = map(int, src.shape) 

32.  imgUp = cv2.pyrUp(src, dstsize=(cols * 2, rows * 2)) 

33.  rows, cols, _channels = map(int, imgUp.shape) 

34.  imgDown = cv2.pyrDown(imgUp, dstsize=(cols // 2, rows // 

2)) 

35.  return imgDown 

36.   

37.   

38. main() 

  


